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$5.55 OFF
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Voted “Best Wings” 2004, 2005, 2006...
For Free Delivery Call:
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Get a 12” single “Classic” 1-topping pizza (regular or thick) 
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• Mozzarella Sticks
˜
Add
1 lb. of chickenwings$7.29
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Services
Self Serve Copiers
Self Serve Computers
Faxing Services
Black and White Copies
Full Color Copies 
Oversize Prints 
Lamination 
FedEx/UPS Drop-off
Binding/ Finishing 
105 Welch Avenue | Ames, IA | 515.292.3630 | ames@copyworks.com
www.copyworks.com
Conveniently 
OPEN 24
HOURS
to serve you
Welcome
ISU Students!
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Your First Experience
50 Years of Ours
• Unparalleled service & responsiveness
• Free high speed internet, cable and water
• On & Off-campus rental locations
• Variety of floor plans
• Dedicated to quality
• 24-hour on call maintence
515.233.4440  •  www.hunziker.com
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Reservations accepted
Hours: Sun-Thur 4-9 PM | Fri-Sat 4-10 PM
515.233.0959 | 823 Wheeler St. #9
www.geangelos.com
Voted Best Italian 
Restaurant
     
  2012
S
tudent Cho
ice
a call to arms for 
all parents at
LONDON UNDERGROUND
AMES’ ONLY BRITISH PUB
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Employee Owned
Lincoln Center
640 Lincoln Way 
(515) 232-1961
West Ames Location
3800 West Lincoln Way 
(515) 292-5543
open 24 hours a day | 7 days a week | two convenient locations
Gas
Everyday Discount!
save 3¢ per gallon with Hy-Vee store receipt
check in store for additional discounts!
open 5am-11pm | pay at the pump available 24 hours
Midwest Heritage Bank | Optical | Health Market| Catering
Photo Processing | Dry Cleaning | Meat Market | Garden Center
Floral
Wine & Spirits
Cyclone Apparel
Starbucks Coffee
Pharmacy
Red Box
Bakery
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Daily Greens Fees
Weekdays - 9 Holes
Opening to 3p.m. - $9
3p.m. to close - $12.75
Weekends and Holidays - 9 holes
Opening to 6p.m. - $16
6p.m. to close - $9
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General	information:	
The Iowa State Daily is an independent student 
newspaper established in 1890 and written, edited, and 
sold by students.
Publication	Board:
Emily	Kienzle	
chairperson
Sarani	Rangarajan	
vice chairperson
Annie	Fuller 
secretary
Preston	Warnick
Prof.	Russell	Laczniak	
College of Business
Prof.	Dennis	Chamberlain	
Greenlee School of Journalism and Communication
Sarah	Barthole	
The Members Group
Publication:
ISU students subscribe to the Iowa State Daily through 
activity fees paid to the Government of the Student Body.
Paid subscriptions are 40 cents per copy or $40, annually, 
for mailed subscriptions to ISU students, faculty and 
staff; subscriptions are $62, annually, for the general 
public.
The Iowa State Daily is published Monday through 
Friday during the nine-month academic year, except 
for university holidays, scheduled breaks and the finals 
week. 
Summer	sessions:
The Iowa State Daily is published as a weekly on 
Thursdays except during finals week.
Opinions expressed in editorials belong to the Iowa State 
Daily Editorial Board.
The Daily is published by the Iowa State Daily Publication 
Board, Room 108 Hamilton Hall, Ames, Iowa, 50011. 
The Publication Board meets at 5 p.m. on the fourth 
Wednesday of the month during the academic school year 
in Hamilton Hall.
Postmaster:	
(USPS 796-870)
Send	address	
changes	to:
Iowa State Daily 
Room 108 Hamilton Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011
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File photo: Kait McKinney/Iowa State 
ISU President Steven Leath spoke to a crowd at the Iowa 
Capitol after his speech expressing an initiative to help better 
the future for public universities and their financial situation.
Study Treats...
We Deliver!
North Grand Mall | Ames | 515-663-2211
www.cookies-etc.com
10% offanything
Bring this coupon in and get
4518 Mortenson Rd #109
129 Welch Ave. #101
2515 Chamberlain Ave
515-292-9775  |  515-268-1722
4518 Mortenson Rd #109
129 Welch Ave. #101
2515 Chamberlain Ave
515-292-9775  |  515-268-1722
3 locations just for you!
Expires July 31, 2012
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Welcome new ISU students and families!
We are delighted to welcome you to Iowa State for 
orientation. I hope you have a fantastic visit and that 
we are able to provide everything you need to get you 
ready to come to Iowa State this fall.
You have made a great choice in deciding to come 
to Iowa State and become a Cyclone. There is no 
better place to experience your college years than 
Iowa State. The campus will come alive for you this 
fall, with new classes, new friends, new activities and 
many new opportunities to learn and grow. We want 
to do everything we can to help you get the most out of 
this experience and enjoy it to its fullest.
Our faculty are eager to assist you as you make 
the transition to your new life at Iowa State. Take 
advantage of all they have to offer — ask questions, get 
their advice and make connections that you can use 
throughout your time at Iowa State and afterward.
I look forward to welcoming you as new students 
at Iowa State this fall!
Steve Leath
President
Dear fellow Cyclones,
On behalf of our staff and 
coaches, along with several hun-
dred of your peers — who play in-
tercollegiate sports at Iowa State 
— it’s my pleasure to welcome you 
to Iowa State. We are excited to 
have you in the Cyclone family.
We hope that Cyclone 
Athletics will be an important part 
of your collegiate experience and 
that attending games and showing 
your school spirit is something 
you cherish.
The student support for our 
programs is the foundation for 
any successes we achieve on the 
field or the court. Students bring 
an energy that sets the pace for the 
entire game-day atmosphere.
We need and we want your 
support. Our coaches tout the 
loyalty and passion of our fan 
base, especially the support from 
the student body. It’s our sincere 
hope that you sign up to be a part 
of Cyclone athletics and attend 
games.
To encourage your involve-
ment, we’ve developed several 
student ticket options. The best 
and most comprehensive deal is 
the “All-Sports Package,” which 
provides access to football and 
men’s basketball, includes a foot-
ball jersey and a membership in 
Cyclone Alley. This ticket package 
is your only way to get a season 
ticket to men’s basketball games 
this year. The package is available 
for $249 — a savings of $68 off the 
total cost. Tickets options are also 
available for individual sports, if 
that’s your preference. Go to www.
cyclones.com and order your 
student tickets now.
See you at Jack Trice Stadium 
this fall and Go Cyclones!
Jamie Pollard 
Director of Athletics
Letters
ISU president 
gives welcome 
to new students
Cyclone Athletics 
ushers in a new year
WAC Wednesday
$1.00 Draws 
$2.00 Wells
$4.00 Pitchers
$4.00 Fishbowls
$5.00 Moscow Mules
$6.00 Bong Water
Party Rock Fridays
$1.00 Draws
$2.00 Wells
$5.00 Moscow Mules
Shameless Saturday
$1.00 Draws
$2.00 Wells
Until Midnight
DRINK FOR MOOD
CAFÉ MOOD
M
116 Welch Ave. | Campustown
www.drinkformood.com
drinkformood@gmail.com
Join us on Facebook at Cafe Mood
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Welcome
Hello and welcome to 
the campus of Iowa State, 
your home for the next four 
years and the greatest place 
on earth. My name is Jared 
Knight, president of the 
Student Body, and I hope each 
of you will soon see a small 
part of why I and so many 
Cyclones love this place. 
While you’re learning about 
Iowa State through orienta-
tion, I’ve had a few recent 
(and not-so-recent) freshmen 
share tips on how to succeed 
in and out of the classroom.
Keeping up is easier than 
catching up. You’re going to 
have readings, homework and 
occasionally online assign-
ments. Just keep up with them 
and life will be better.
Attend events. Football and 
basketball games, homecom-
ing festivities and other ran-
dom events will provide many 
fun and new experiences and 
may often include free food.
Start and keep a budget. 
The newfound freedom you’ll 
soon have is fun and excit-
ing but could leave you in 
financial trouble if you aren’t 
careful. Taking a little time to 
watch your expenses will go a 
long way.
Talk to people you sit next 
to in class. You’ll probably see 
them in future classes, and 
it’s a great way to make new 
friends.
Hang out with people on 
your dorm or apartment floor. 
They’ll become your friends, 
too.
Go to ClubFest and get in-
volved. Join a club, lead a club 
or even start a club. No matter 
what your passion is, you have 
the chance to make a differ-
ence and leave a legacy both 
on campus and in our world.
Go to the Veishea concerts.
I hope you’re as excited 
as I am to start this school 
year. Enjoy your orientation, 
and get ready to start your 
adventure!
Jared Knight
Student Body President
Be active students 
to succeed at ISU
From the editor: 
Get started right
Dear fellow Cyclones,
Welcome to Iowa State 
and Ames. This will be your 
home for the next four years, 
or more. Let this Orientation 
Guide help you settle into your 
new home with ease so you 
can hit the ground running 
when the school year begins.  
I have been at Iowa State 
for a little more than two 
years, and I have grown so 
much  as a person. 
From the classes I have 
taken to the people I have met, 
the ways I think and act have 
changed dramatically. 
Another reason for my 
growth as a person is because 
I started working at the Iowa 
State Daily. Not only have I 
learned valuable reporting and 
writing techniques, but I have 
also learned how to manage 
my time and communicate 
professionally with a wide 
range of people. 
I encourage all students 
interested in working for 
an award-winning college 
newspaper to apply to the 
Daily. From opinion writing to 
graphic design, you can find a 
job at the Daily that fits your 
interests. 
Regardless of whether you 
apply to the Daily, I hope you 
get the most out of your time 
at Iowa State, and I hope this 
Orientation Guide will help 
you get started. Also, I hope 
you find time to read the Daily.
Katherine Klingseis
Editor-in-Chief
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Dos/Don’ts
1. Don’t wear your Destination 
Iowa State shirt around campus
I can remember how happy I was when 
I received my free shirt at Destination 
Iowa State. At that point, I felt like a true 
ISU student. In fact, I was so excited about 
the shirt, I decided to wear the shirt the 
day after Destination Iowa State. As I 
was walking to the dining center, an older 
student stopped me, and said, “You’re a 
freshman, right?” I said, “Yeah,” and I kept 
walking. When I entered the dining center, 
I saw a mass of students wearing the same 
shirt I was wearing. At that point, I real-
ized only freshmen wore the Destination 
Iowa State shirt.
My advice: If you don’t want to be 
seen as a freshman for your entire college 
career, don’t wear the Destination Iowa 
State shirt.
2. Don’t wear your lanyard 
around your neck
When you move to college, you have 
many new responsibilities. One of these 
responsibilities is to keep track of your 
keys and student ID. At Destination Iowa 
State, you will receive a cardinal and gold 
lanyard. This lanyard is perfectly designed 
to keep track of your keys and ID. However, 
nothing looks tackier than wearing this 
bulky bright red lanyard around your neck. 
A sure sign of a freshman is the token lan-
yard around the neck.
My advice: When you get comfort-
able enough to put your ID in your wallet, 
and your keys on a key chain, you should. 
People will respect you more.
3. Do wear flip-flops in the 
shower
At home, you probably only share the 
shower with your immediate family. More 
than likely, none of them have a foot fungus 
and if they do, you would probably know 
about it. At college, you share the shower 
with about 20 other people, and they are 
a lot less likely to be so forthcoming with 
the conditions of their feet. In order to 
prevent any embarrassing feet problems, 
make sure to pack some flip flops when 
you come to college.
My advice: Buy some cheap flip flops, 
and slip them on before you enter the 
shower. Fungus is not attractive no matter 
how pretty of feet you have.
4. Do become familiar with the 
ISU campus
It’s your first day of class. Your back-
pack is packed, and you’re out the door. 
Problem is: you don’t know where you’re 
going. You are completely unfamiliar with 
the buildings, and have no idea where your 
classes are located. Instead of wandering 
aimlessly and looking at your campus map 
for ten minutes, try learning where you are 
going before you leave your room. The best 
way to do this to take a tour of the campus.
My advice: Suffer through the campus 
tours you’re given during campus visits, 
orientation and Destination Iowa State. 
They will pay off when, on the first day 
of classes, you are walking effortlessly to 
your classes while watching others stum-
ble around confused.
5. Do be friendly
Meeting new people is scary for many 
people. At Iowa State, you come in contact 
with a countless number of people every 
day. Instead of being shy and standoff-
ish, overcome your nerves and try being 
friendly. Most people, especially fresh-
men, are in the same boat as you. More 
than likely, if you smile at someone, they 
will smile back. And, who knows, maybe 
that one smile will make their day a little 
better. If you want to get the most out of 
college, you need to break out of your shell. 
It may take a while, but the more you inter-
act with people, the more comfortable you 
will feel.
My advice: Talk to people. When you 
come to college, you may feel lost and 
lonely. By interacting with people, you will 
gain friends. These friends will make you 
feel more “at home.”
6. Do have a healthy diet
Dining centers are great. They’re easy 
to get to, especially if you live in a dorm, 
and they give you a huge amount of op-
tions. Better yet, they’re all-you-can eat. 
However, with all that said, just because 
you can eat a limitless amount of food at 
every single meal, does not mean that you 
should. The “Freshman 15” is not just a 
myth. It is completely real, and present. 
You’re not in high school anymore, and 
Advice for new students:  
Avoid freshman stigmata
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
Mary Kate Wishieski, freshman in pre-graphic design, and Sarah Vanderlaan, 
freshman in animal science, learn the ISU fight song Aug. 18, 2011, in Hilton 
Coliseum at the Destination Iowa State kickoff event. During the kickoff students 
learn the fight song and traditional cheers.
ADIVCE.p20 >>
Someone you 
know has BIG 
plans for  
her future.
2530 Chamberlain St. | Ames 
www.ppheartland.org | 1.877.811.7526
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your parents are not feeding 
you. You are responsible for 
keeping your body healthy. 
Having a nutritional diet is 
essential to maintaining a 
healthy body.
My advice: ISU Dining pro-
vides nutritional information 
for all of the items at their fa-
cilities. This information will 
help you keep track of what 
food you intake. Find a happy 
medium between starving 
yourself and overindulging. 
Stop when you feel full.
7. Don’t wear your 
backpack to every place 
you go
The backpack is a great in-
vention. However, just because 
they are so useful and comfort-
able, does not mean that you 
should never take them off. 
The right place for backpacks 
is at school, when you are at a 
house party or walking down 
Welch Avenue, we all know 
you don’t have books in there. 
At that point, they’re tacky.
My advice: Really, just 
carry whatever you have in 
your bag. If you have too much 
to carry, think about leaving 
it at home. More than likely, 
if you have that much stuff, 
you’re probably going to lose it 
anyway.
8. Do learn how to do 
your laundry
To a novice, laundry is 
hard. First, you have to sepa-
rate your clothes, but everyone 
separate their clothes differ-
ently. Some people only sepa-
rate whites and darks. Others 
separate whites, darks, brights, 
reds and pinks, delicates, etc. 
How do you choose? 
Also, there are a lot of dif-
ferent settings on washers and 
dryers. You make one incor-
rect move, and your clothes 
may be ruined. Plus, you have 
to choose a laundry detergent, 
fabric softener, dryer sheets, 
etc. Again, choose the wrong 
one, and your clothes may end 
up damaged.
My advice: Learn how to do 
laundry before you get to col-
lege. When you’re home, ask 
whoever does the laundry at 
your place if you can help. It’s 
a win-win; you get hands on 
experience, they get help with 
a household chore.
9. Do learn proper walk-
ing behavior
You learn how to walk 
when you’re about two years 
old, give or take a year. During 
your childhood, you will devel-
op your own walking behavior. 
When you go to college, just 
realize that your walking be-
havior may be an annoyance to 
others near you. For instance, 
some people walk as if they 
don’t have a care in the world. 
For those of us who have 
places to be, please be kind, 
and move when we’re trying 
to pass you. There are also 
some people who enjoy walk-
ing in groups. When walking 
on a sidewalk that is only four-
people-wide, please don’t walk 
side-by-side with your three 
friends.
My advice: First, take no-
tice of how you walk. Then, 
look at how others walk. Look 
for people who cause annoy-
ance to those around them. If 
you realize that something you 
do matches up with something 
they do, stop doing it.
10. Don’t be loud in the 
library
Remember when you were 
a kid, and librarians would al-
ways “shush” you whenever 
you were loud? Just because 
the librarians at Parks don’t 
“shush” you, doesn’t mean that 
you shouldn’t be quiet. A lot of 
people who go to the library 
go specifically to study. There 
are even places in the library 
are designated “quiet areas.” 
When are talking loudly, espe-
cially in “quiet areas,” this may 
interrupt another person’s 
concentration.
My advice: Just be respect-
ful. This is really all about the 
golden rule: treat others how 
you would like to be treated. 
If you want people to be quiet 
when you are studying, then 
you should be quiet when oth-
ers are studying.
>>ADVICE.p19
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The most efficient way to get around 
Ames is by using the city bus system, 
CyRide. And as such, here are some sim-
ple dos and don’ts to follow to help keep 
everyone’s ride comfortable.
Do take seats between two people as 
the bus fills up. 
Maybe you really don’t want to sit next 
to someone you don’t know, but during 
peak hours you have to forgo your person-
al space bubble.
Don’t take up a seat with your back-
pack when the bus is getting full. Most 
people are too uncomfortable asking for 
the seat, so do them a favor and help make 
space.
Do enjoy listening to music while rid-
ing, but keep the volume low enough that 
others don’t have to hear it. The bus does 
get louder than your average headphones, 
so be aware with a little trial and error.
Don’t start random conversations 
with people next to you. This might seem 
strange, as being friendly is usually en-
couraged, but most people don’t want to 
have an inane conversation.
Do give up your seat for the elderly, the 
handicapped, pregnant women and young 
children — you know the drill — when 
seated toward the front of the bus. And 
even if your are in the back, be nice and 
show courtesy to others.
Don’t talk loudly on your phone, es-
pecially about personal issues or gossip. 
With that in mind, just consider not using 
your phone on the bus; text or tell people 
you will call them back.
Do maintain your place in line as if 
you were waiting on tickets to a nearly 
sold out concert. Only so many people can 
get on a bus at a time, and there are a lot of 
people that will try to line jump. Tell them 
to wait their turn.
Don’t try eating food on the bus. Wait 
the short time to get off.
Do move toward the back of the bus 
when you get on and know it will be full. 
Those front seats are closer, but when 
the bus is filling up — and you will realize 
when it is going to be busy by the crowds 
of students standing in line waiting out-
side — taking the front seats only makes it 
harder to get everyone aboard.
Don’t exit at the front of the bus. It 
might be more convenient, but the ad-
ditional five seconds to use the rear door 
will make it easier for getting other folks 
on while you leave.
Do try to shower when you plan to 
ride during peak hours. Frequently you 
will have to look like a monkey and stand 
while holding the bars on the bus. Notice 
this means your arm is up in the air. 
Notice how smelling fresh will let you 
avoid embarrassment and let others avoid 
foul stenches.
Don’t litter or leave the Daily on the 
seats. Take your trash with you.
Do feel free to talk to friends if you are 
seated next to each other, but speak quiet-
ly enough so others don’t have to become 
a part of the conversation. This rule is re-
manded during twilight hours (or drunk-
bus hours as they are more accurately 
termed) as keeping students quiet while 
they are intoxicated or excited to go out is 
simply a ludicrous notion.
Don’t crop dust the bus. If you have to 
pass gas, do it before you get on.
Do clearly show the driver your ID 
card. If the driver cannot see it, they will 
stop you and ask to see it again, which 
slows down the entire bus ride.
Don’t be late to your bus stop. Waiting 
around sucks, but making others wait 
as you run down the street is rude. Plan 
ahead, or suffer through the few minutes 
it takes for the next bus to arrive.
Do use the bus to go get groceries and 
other goods you have to shop for. Just 
don’t do so during peak use hours. There 
will not be room for all your bags, so think 
ahead.
Don’t cross in front of a bus that is al-
ready waiting at a crosswalk, wait a few 
seconds for it to pass. It is hard enough 
for the drivers to keep things running on 
time during peak hours, thanks to all the 
students getting on and off.
Do pull the stop cord well before the 
actual bus stop. Pulling it at the last min-
ute isn’t funny, and drivers can just ignore 
you so that they don’t have to slam on the 
brakes to let your inattentive or obnox-
ious self off.
Don’t open windows if it is raining or 
cold. Be the same rationale, don’t close 
them if it is scorching hot.
Transportation
CyRide
dos and don’ts
File photo: Nick Nelson/Iowa State Daily
CyRide is the official bus transportation for Iowa State and the Ames community. CyRide has more than 15 routes throughout 
campus and the city and is fare-free for all ISU students.
By Gabriel.Stoffa 
@iowastatedaily.com
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When you first come to 
campus as a student, you will 
be issued your student ID. 
You may be thinking, “Oh, it’s 
probably just like my driver’s 
license. I’ll only use it a few 
times, mainly when I’m in 
trouble.” But if you’re like most 
new students, you’ll quickly 
find this to be untrue. If you 
misplace it, it’ll be impossible 
for you to eat, work out, get a 
ride and — if you live in cam-
pus housing — get into your 
living quarters.
Here are the most impor-
tant things to know about your 
ISU ID, which will be your best 
friend on campus:
1. Food. If you are a fresh-
man living in the residence 
halls, you are required to have 
a meal plan, which you’ll need 
your ID to access. In my day (4 
years ago), we could sneak into 
the dining halls, or bribe the 
card swiper to let us in. Those 
days are gone. Make sure 
you have your ID, or else you 
will be eating Easy Mac alone 
in your room. No freshman 
wants that.
2. Fitness. Given all the 
distractions you’ll have in your 
first year, I don’t know how 
many of you will sign up to use 
Iowa State fitness facilities or 
take the fitness classes. Those 
of you who do will need your 
ID to get into both.
3. CyRide. If, like many 
freshmen, you lack a car, you’ll 
probably find yourself on 
CyRide, a bus line that runs 
throughout campus and the 
rest of Ames. 
To ride lines that go into the 
city, you’ll need your ID or pay 
the fare. You can, however, ride 
the line’s Cyclone and Cardinal 
routes for free.
4. Studying. Your ID isn’t 
just your lifeline, it’s also your 
library card. 
5. Keys. If you live in the 
residence halls, your ID is 
your access card to get into the 
building after hours. If you lose 
it, you’ll be left waiting outside, 
desperately calling your room-
mates, or calling the commu-
nity adviser and possibly fac-
ing lockout fees.
6. Snacks. Unless you have 
cash or credit, you’re still out of 
luck. 
Your ID has CyCash and 
Dining Dollars uploaded on it.
7. Additional services? 
As the ISUCard website says, 
your ID “is your future,” ap-
parently because the services 
it makes available to you will 
only continue to grow.
The moral of the story? 
Carry your ID with you at all 
times. 
If you do lose it, all you 
need to do is make a trip to 
Beardshear Hall. 
You will be $20 poorer, 
but have a brand-new ID in 
minutes.
Identification
Why your ISUCard is your ISU lifeline
By Amy.Thompson 
Daily staff writer
Graphic: David Derong/ 
Iowa State Daily
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With everything else stu-
dents have to do, fitness may 
not be on the top of their to-do 
lists. 
However, it is important 
for a student to remember that 
he or she needs to exercise to 
maintain a healthy body and 
mind.
“Students ought to be using 
the fitness and wellness as-
pect of their life to balance out 
their life. So from an academic 
standpoint, it helps with their 
success,” said Michael Giles, 
director of recreation servic-
es. “If they’re just strictly so 
bogged down in the academic 
side of things, and they don’t 
take time to relax or relieve 
stress or keep their physical 
body well, then that will have a 
negative effect on their mental 
ability and their ability to stay 
focused.”
To help students maintain 
a healthy lifestyle, Iowa State 
offers several fitness facilities 
for students to use.
“As a registered student 
with the university, [access to 
the recreational facilities] is 
automatically paid for out of 
your activity fees,” Giles said. 
“And it gets you access to any-
thing related to not just our 
facilities, but to also our pro-
grams, services and the whole 
nine yards.”
Here is an overview of the 
recreation facilities available 
at Iowa State:
Lied Recreation Center
  “Lied is our main fitness 
facility here on campus, 
at the moment,” Giles 
said. “There are several 
amenities that make it a 
full-rounded recreational 
facility.”
  236,201 square feet
  Eight lane track, 50-yard 
artificial turf, 20 basketball 
courts, four volleyball 
courts, three walleyball 
courts, seven racquetball 
courts and eight badmin-
ton courts
  Weight equipment, free 
weights, treadmills, el-
lipticals, bikes, climbers, 
rowing machines, yoga 
mats, fitness balls and an 
aerobics room
  Men’s and women’s locker 
rooms, steam rooms and 
lounge area
  Athletic department weight 
room, training room and 
wrestling room
  Wireless Internet
  “[Lied] is a fully service-
able, programmable 
recreational facility,” Giles 
said. 
Beyer Hall
  “Beyer is one of our older 
facilities here on campus,” 
Giles said. “For the most 
part it is a smaller facility.”
  122,504 square feet
  Three basketball courts, 
three volleyball courts, six 
racquetball courts, two 
squash courts, four wal-
lyball courts
  6-lane, 25-yard competitive 
swimming pool
  Group fitness multipur-
pose rooms
  “[Beyer Hall] offers our 
Exercise
Stay fit with Recreation Services
By Katherine.Klingseis 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Students work out on ellipticals in the skywalk between the new State Gym renovation and 
Beyer Hall. The renovation opened in January.
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File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
The new State Gym consists of a vortex pool, leisure and lap swimming and a 3-meter diving 
platform.
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Here are a few things I 
picked up along the way that 
will hopefully lower your anxi-
ety levels so you can have the 
best recruitment experience 
possible.
1. Wear comfy shoes
Although you may be 
pumped to show of your new 
Sperrys or Steve Madden san-
dals, recruitment may not be 
the best time to slip into them 
for the first time. This is not 
to say you shouldn’t decide to 
wear your cutest shoes, just 
try and break them in before-
hand. Even though Sorority 
Circle only encompasses a few 
streets, you’ll be on your feet all 
day long strutting from house 
to house, and blisters happen 
even to the best of us.
2. Mix it up
During recruitment you’re 
going to find you’ll be having 
very similar conversations at 
each house. Be memorable and 
change it up. Don’t be afraid to 
be yourself. No other girl going 
through recruitment is exactly 
like you. When it comes to re-
cruitment, there’s no script 
you have to follow. Don’t feel as 
though you have to talk about 
your major or what you did 
over the summer every time 
you talk to a girl.
3. Be Classy
There is a time and place 
to show off what your momma 
gave you and recruitment is 
not that time. 
Recruitment is all about 
making a good impression, not 
showing off your bust. 
You want to look age ap-
propriate and fashion forward 
while professional at the same 
time.
4. Choose for you
So you and your five new 
BFFs like the same house? 
That is great. However, you 
shouldn’t let this impact your 
decision making. You need 
to make sure you’re choosing 
the best house for you. It can 
be scary to make such an im-
portant decision, but you just 
have to trust yourself and the 
process.
5. Have fun
Nervous? Don’t worry so 
much. Embrace the experi-
ence and soak it up as much 
as you can. Classes won’t have 
started yet, so no need to feel 
flabbergasted. Take this time 
to bond with the other girls 
in your recruitment group if 
nothing else. No matter what 
house everyone ends up in, 
you may be meeting girls who 
could remain your best friends 
for the rest of your college 
experience.
Greek Community
What to know for 
formal recruitment
File photo: Ryan Damman/Iowa State Daily
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority sisters cheer as their new 
members run toward them Aug. 19 on Central Campus.
By Jamie.Lauten 
@iowastatedaily.com
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only main competitive swimming 
pool here at the university, in which 
we share that space with athletics,” 
Giles said.
  Men’s and women’s locker rooms, 
coed steam room, classrooms and 
67-seat auditorium
  Outdoor stretching/callisthenics area 
and basketball courts
  Home to ISU swimming, diving and 
gymnastics teams 
State Gym
  “State Gym, in and of itself, basically 
could be looked at as the original 
recreational facility on this campus,” 
Giles said. “It’s been on campus for a 
very, very long time.”
  Built in 1913
  “We ended up taking State Gym, gut-
ting it basically, keeping the concept 
of what State Gym was originally built 
for and designed for, keeping the his-
torical value of it,” Giles said. “But we 
had to make some updated changes.”
  Renovated 2011 for a spring 2012 
grand reopening
  Original gross square feet — 66,595
  After renovations — an additional 
92,320 square feet
  Renovated areas: athletic gyms, out-
door recreation, clubs sports/multipur-
pose activity rooms, recreation offices/
conference rooms, fitness assessment 
and equipment/laundry
  Additions: basketball gyms
  Fitness/free weights
  Aquatic facilities/recreational pool
  Jogging/walking track
  Group exercise/multipurpose activity 
rooms
  Recreation locker rooms,  
main lobby/control deck 
  Climbing/bouldering wall 
  Drinks/snacks/vending machines
  Froots smoothie stand 
Forker Building
  138,703 square feet
  Three basketball, six volleyball and 
eight badminton courts
  6-lane, 25-yard pool
  Dance studios
  Classrooms
  Eight outside tennis courts 
Ames/ISU Ice Arena
  Locker rooms, restrooms, concessions 
and a party room
  Located at 1507 Gateway Hills  
Park Drive
  Price of admission: $5 for ages 16  
and above
  Price of skate rental: $2.75
  Special Wednesday evening prices:  
$3 admission and $2 skate rental,  
8 to 9:30 p.m.
  Home of Cyclone Hockey 
Outdoor areas
  “In addition to all the indoor recre-
ational space we have, we also have 
about 100 acres worth of outdoor 
recreational space,” Giles said. 
MWL Recreation Field
  741,108 square feet
  Football fields
  Ultimate Frisbee fields
  Soccer fields
  Lacrosse fields 
Southeast Recreation Fields
  2,315,000 square feet
  Football fields
  Soccer fields
  Softball fields
  Sand volleyball courts 
Towers Recreation Field
  26 acres
  Soccer field
  Ultimate Frisbee field
  Flag football field 
  Rugby field
  Lacrosse field 
Disc Golf Course
  860,246 square feet
  Entrance to the course is across 
the street from Frederiksen Court 
apartments
>>RECREATION.p23
File photo: Andrew Clawson/Iowa State Daily
Zumba is one of Recreation Services most popular exercise classes, featuring large 
turnouts for every class. The classes are free to anyone who holds a recreation pass, 
including ISU students.
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Campaniling
If you are on campus at midnight you 
may notice a plethora of couples around 
the Campanile.
This is due to a very old ISU tradition 
called “Campaniling.”
According to the tradition, a stu-
dent is not considered a true Iowa 
Stater until he or she has been kissed 
under the Campanile at midnight. 
The Zodiac and the Fountain  
of the Four Seasons
If you enter though the north entrance 
of the Memorial Union you better watch 
your step. You will notice on the floor lies 
a large zodiac.
Rumors dating back to 1929 say that if 
you step on the Zodiac, you will fail your 
next exam.
If you happen to be careless one day 
you better have some loose change. If you 
throw a coin into the Fountain of the Four 
Seasons, right outside the north entrance, 
the curse will be lifted.
Beardshear to Curtiss Run
Midnight on Central Campus is not 
just for kissing. You will also notice a very 
strange phenomenon.
When the Campanile rings at mid-
night, you may see people running across 
Central Campus who appear to be naked.
No, you are not imagining things, this 
is an old challenge that says you must run 
across Central Campus from Beardshear 
Hall to Curtiss Hall naked. You must make 
it across in the amount of time that it takes 
for the Campanile to ring 12 times.
Hit by a CyRide
You will notice many buses passing 
through campus; these are CyRide buses.
Rumor has it that if a student at Iowa 
State were to get hit by a CyRide bus, that 
student would get free tuition.
If you ever hear someone saying this, 
please tell that person this is untrue. Iowa 
State does not need its students intention-
ally throwing themselves in front of buses 
for free tuition money.
Cost is a huge factor for 
students when deciding to go 
to college. 
Iowa State has many dif-
ferent financial aid, loan and 
scholarship options and the 
resources for new students to 
afford the cost of attending the 
university.
Scholarships
Many different scholar-
ships are available for incom-
ing and currently enrolled 
students at any and all grade 
levels. 
The university offers many 
different scholarships based 
on interested major, academ-
ics and activities.
Student loans
Iowa State also offers infor-
mation on student loans. 
There are two different 
types of loans, subsidized and 
unsubsidized loans. 
A subsidized loan is award-
ed based on need. 
An unsubsidized loan 
charges interest from the ben-
efiting of the loan until full 
repayment.
Financial aid
Students can apply for fi-
nancial aid by filing out the 
Free Application for Federal 
Student Aid, better known as 
FAFSA.
This application must be 
filed every year in order for 
students to be considered for 
federal and institutional aid. 
The application should be 
filed each year between Jan. 1 
and March 1 in order for stu-
dents to be considered.
Students can submit the 
application online for free. 
There is free help available 
and can also be found on the 
FAFSA website.
For more information
The Financial Aid Office 
has many different resources 
for more information on fi-
nancial aid, loans and schol-
arships, as well as counsel-
ors available for specific 
questions.
Counselors in the financial 
aid office can discuss financial 
aid for the many different as-
pects of college life, including 
study abroad. 
The Financial Aid Office is 
located on the ground floor of 
Beardshear Hall. 
The office is open dur-
ing the summer every week-
day from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Appointments are made on a 
first come, first serve basis.
Traditions
Popular myths, traditions 
from Iowa State’s history
By Kelsey.Roehrich 
@iowastatedaily.com
Money
How to pay, budget for college tuition
By Caroline.Havekost 
Daily staff writer
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
Financial aid 
comes in grants, 
loans, scholarships
3800 Lincoln Way | 515-292-5543
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Stop in at your local  
Hy-Vee Vision Center!
Can’t See 
The Board?
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The summer before your 
freshman year can be a very 
stressful time — between the 
excitement of finally leaving 
for school and the terror that 
you will get there and realize 
that you forgot something.
One of the biggest concerns 
of an incoming freshman is, 
“What on Earth am I supposed 
to bring?”
There are the obvious 
things, such as clothes, bed-
ding, snack food, a television 
and, of course, room decora-
tions. You want to bring deco-
rations that will allow the 
people you meet to get a taste 
of who you really are.
Fill your room with your 
favorite colors and patterns. 
Pictures from home are al-
ways a good touch. They can 
help with homesickness as 
well as show people a little bit 
about you and your friends and 
family.
Some things are not quite 
so obvious. When living in 
the dorms you are deprived of 
space. It is important to have 
items and furniture for stor-
age purposes, like shelves and 
drawers.
“A hammer, screwdriver 
and flashlight are important 
to have,” said Ciara McCarty, 
freshman in kinesiology. “That 
seems a little random, but I 
don’t know how many times 
I actually used those or had 
someone borrow them for ran-
dom issues around the room.”
Through all of the hype 
over what you will need to 
decorate your room, you may 
forget that you are going to col-
lege to go to classes and you 
will need school supplies — 
pencils, notebooks, calculators 
and a backpack, just to name a 
few.
“I suggest getting a netbook 
or a Mac instead of a laptop 
if you plan on bringing your 
computer to classes,” said 
Justin Mikesell, sophomore in 
chemistry. “I have had a lot of 
problems with loosing battery 
power very quickly.”
Classes can get a bit over-
whelming at times, so bring 
some leisure activities to relax 
with. These can be your fa-
vorite books, movies, video or 
board games, arts and crafts, or 
anything else you enjoy.
But the most important 
thing to bring, said Thomas 
Stecher, freshman in aero-
space engineering: “Money for 
Super Dogs,” which are sold on 
Welch Avenue.
Residence
What to bring 
when you come 
to Iowa State
By Kelsey.Roehrich 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Student volunteers help fellow students on Aug. 17, 2011, as 
they move into Wilson residence hall. The Move-In Crew helps 
new students with heavy lifting as they move.
415 Lincoln Way
Ames, IA 50010
515-233-5300
Student Choice Winner 
Best Asian Food—
Iowa State Daily
Student
CH ICE
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of Story County
2003, 2004, 2005,
2006, 2007, 2008,
2009, 2010,and 2011
316 Main Street 
(515) 232-0553
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Students new to Ames may be look-
ing to find a religious or church group to 
join upon coming to Iowa State. Finding 
a church and making connections within 
that church can help a student feel more 
at home, which can help them more easily 
adapt to their new environment.
There are many religious and faith-
based organizations in Ames that are es-
pecially designed for college students.
Campus Christian Fellowship
Campus Christian Fellowship is a 
group of Iowa State students that aims 
to encourage relationships with Jesus 
Christ through the Bible, worship, prayer 
and fellowship.
It is non-denominational and is sup-
ported by churches across the state 
of Iowa. Locally, Campus Christian 
Fellowship partners with two local 
churches: North Grand Christian Church 
and FreedomRidge Church.
Cru at ISU
Cru, formerly known as Campus 
Crusade for Christ, is a student-led, fac-
ulty directed Christian group for ISU 
students.
Each Thursday night at 8 p.m. the or-
ganization meets as a large group in vari-
ous places on campus. Worship music is 
played following the large group meetings 
at 9 p.m. in 1414 Molecular Biology.
Catholic Student Community
The Catholic Student Community is 
associated with the St. Thomas Aquinas 
Church and Catholic Center which is lo-
cated on Lincoln Way, adjacent to the ISU 
campus.
St. Thomas Aquinas offers Catholic 
Mass for the Ames community on 
Saturdays at 4:45 p.m., Sundays at 8:30 
a.m., 10:30 a.m., and 7 p.m. Thursday 
Night Liturgy, also known as TNL, is the 
organization’s informal mass planned by 
students. TNL is each Thursday at 9:15 
p.m. during the course of the school year.
The Rock
The Rock is a Christian group that 
branches from Stonebrook Church. The 
group, designed for college-aged students, 
meets in both a large group and smaller 
groups.
Large group meetings are the second 
Friday of each month around 7:30. The 
group meets at Zeke’s music venue for 
“Friday Night Rock.” Small groups are 
Religion
ISU students can find a variety 
of faith-based groups in Ames
By Ashley.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
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held throughout each week at various 
places on campus.
The Salt Company
The Salt Company is one of the most 
popular religious organizations for ISU 
students. The Salt Company, branched 
from the Cornerstone Church meets ev-
ery Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Cornerstone 
Church.
The Salt Company also offers a specif-
ic freshman group which usually meets at 
7 p.m. Sundays. Many leadership roles are 
also available through the organization. 
The ISU Navigators
The ISU Navigators is a student orga-
nization that not only offers Bible studies 
but social activities as well. “Nav Night” 
is the group’s weekly meeting. This night 
features a live band each Thursday night 
at various different locations. 
Each week, following the large group 
meeting, the Navigators hold social 
events. These events are aimed at pro-
viding an environment for students and 
group members to connect with each 
other, as well as a neutral atmosphere for 
friends who may not be Christians.
Atheist and Agnostic Society
The Atheist and Agnostic Society aims 
to provide a support group for students 
who believe that one can live a fulfill-
ing and ethical life without religion. The 
group also aims to create a good image of 
atheists and for the group members to be 
seen as good citizens of both the univer-
sity and the broader community. During 
the school year, the group meets regularly 
at 7 p.m. Mondays in the Gold Room in the 
Memorial Union. 
Buddhism
The Ames Karma Kagyu Study Group 
offers a meeting place for students who 
wish to practice Buddhism. Weekly meet-
ings and meditation classes are open to 
the public. The group also has lamas and 
monks as guests throughout the year who 
teach on the practice of Buddhism and 
meditation and can offer refuge ceremony 
for those who want to participate in the 
formal practices of Buddhism. 
Muslim Student Association
The Muslim Student Association of-
fers students the opportunity for students 
to practice religion as Muslims and to 
learn more about Islam. The group col-
laborates and meets with other organiza-
tions throughout the year.
Art of Living Club
The Art of Living Club aims to cre-
ate a stress free and violence free atmo-
sphere on Iowa State’s campus and the 
city of Ames. The group promotes effec-
tive practices to manage emotions and 
deal with stress and violence. The club 
offers courses and instructions in yoga, 
meditation, breathing exercises and other 
tools to properly and effectively deal with 
stressful and violent situations.
ISU Hillel
ISU Hillel is a student organization 
created for Jewish students at Iowa State. 
The organization aims to increase aware-
ness and knowledge of the Jewish cul-
tures on campus. The group offers a range 
of social, cultural, religious and educa-
tional activities and meetings.
There are a variety of options and 
something for everyone. These groups 
can provide an intimate atmosphere and 
help with the transition time of moving 
to a new home. Regardless of a student’s 
belief or practice, there is a group or orga-
nization with people like you.
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Dormitories
Guide to ISU residence halls
There are multiple options 
for living on campus. Here are 
some that are the most tradi-
tionally geared toward new 
students.
Richardson Court is home 
to Maple-Willow-Larch, 
Birch-Welch-Roberts, Oak-
Elm, Barton, Lyon, Freeman 
and Linden. Richardson Court 
are the residence halls on the 
east side of campus, closest to 
Lied Recreational Center.
Oak is an all female dorm 
with no air conditioning, but 
has wood and tile floors. There 
is also the Conversations din-
ing center located in the base-
ment of the dormitory.
Elm is also an all female 
dormitory, connected to Oak. 
It also has no air conditioning 
and wood and tile floors.
Linden is named after the 
Linden Tree or as it is called in 
Britain, the Lime Tree. Linden 
does not have air conditioning 
and has coed floors.
Birch is an all male dormi-
tory where beds are lofted and 
each room has tile floors, but 
no air conditioning.
Welch was named af-
ter Mary Beaumont Welch 
who was a former organizer 
and professor of Domestic 
economy. Welch is an all male 
dormitory.
Roberts is named after 
Maria M. Roberts, a former 
Dean of Students and math-
ematics professor. Roberts is 
also an all male dormitory with 
tile floors and lofted beds.
Maple has air condition-
ing in each room, lofted beds 
and carpeted floors. The floors 
alternate between male and fe-
males, rooms are doubles or a 
three-person suite, and Maple 
offers learning communities. 
MWL are the huge multiple 
floor residence halls that you 
will see driving into campus.
Willow has coed, male and 
female floors. There are tile 
floors, air conditioning and 
non-lofted beds in each room. 
The Willow floors are named 
By Amy.Thompson 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Wallace and Wilson residence halls are located off campus at 
the end of Welch Avenue, close to Campustown. Both halls 
are open to students of all grade levels.
Add some color to your life!
Summer classes now available.
238 Main Street • 233-3048 • www.iaquilts.com
Fabrics   Notions   Patterns   Sewing Machines   
Classes   Gifts   Books
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for the Army ROTC.
Larch offers learning com-
munities opportunities. Each 
floor is coed, with double 
rooms, and un-lofted beds. 
The floors of Larch are named 
for the Air Force ROTC.
Freeman was named for 
Alice Freeman Palmer who 
helped the college become 
more rounded in the Liberal 
Arts. There are male and coed 
floors, tile and lofted beds. You 
can choose between single and 
a double room.
Barton is named after 
Clarissa Harlow Barton, who 
was the founder of the Red 
Cross. It is a coed dormitory 
that is not air conditioned.
Lyon is known as the 
honors residence hall. It was 
named for Mary Mason Lyon 
who opened the first women’s 
college. There is honors hous-
ing, coed floors, single and 
double rooms, lofted beds and 
no air conditioning.
Union Drive is home to 
Eaton, Martin, Friley and 
Helser. It’s somewhat more 
centrally located, being lo-
cated across from Enrollment 
Services and next to the new 
State Gym.
Eaton is named for Iowa 
State’s 12th president, Gordon 
P. Eaton. It is one of two halls 
offering suite style living, also 
including air conditioning, 
lofted beds and carpet. It is 
home to learning communi-
ties for Women in Science 
and Engineering and Food and 
Human Nutrition. Eaton is 
also a substance free hall, with 
male, female and coed floors.
Martin is named for Archie 
and Nancy Martin who housed 
black students in the 1930s 
and 1940s, Martin is the other 
suite style living option on 
campus. It includes an honors 
floor, and Women in Science 
and Engineering learning 
communities. Like Eaton, it 
has male, female and coed 
floors.
Friley is named for Charles 
E. Friley, Iowa State’s 11th 
president. Friley is known 
for being one of the largest 
residence halls in the nation. 
Divided into upper and lower 
Friley, it is home to seven 
learning communities, and in-
cludes coed, male and female 
floors. 
There are single, double 
and triple rooms, some are air 
conditioned and some are not. 
There are tile floors un-lofted 
metal frame beds.
Helser is named for 
Maurice Helser who started 
the meats laboratory in 1918 
at Iowa State, Helser has male 
and female floors, un-lofted 
beds, tile floors, and no air 
conditioning.
Towers residence halls are 
open to all students 19 and 
older. Wallace and Wilson are 
two of four original towers 
that remain, while Buchanan 
is newer and closer to campus.
Buchanan is located 
across the street from the 
Memorial Union and close to 
Campustown. There are op-
tions of single or double rooms 
that share a bathroom with 
another person, and there 
are carpeted floors and lofted 
beds. A meal plan is required in 
Buchanan.
Wallace meal plans are not 
required, but there is a dining 
center near by. Wallace has 
super single rooms on coed or 
male floors, carpet floors, and 
un-lofted beds, with no air 
conditioning.
Wilson meal plans are not 
required. Wilson has super 
single rooms, coed, male and 
female floors, carpeted floors, 
with un-lofted beds and no air 
conditioning. 
Located at the end of Welch 
Avenue, which is a short walk 
to Campustown.
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Friley Hall’s location near Union Drive Community Center (which has a dining hall) and campus 
makes it a convenient dormitory to stay in. 
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Maritza Gonzalez, sophomore in biology and psychology, sorts through papers at her desk 
Aug. 17, 2011, in Elm Hall after moving in.
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The 2012 Ames Farmers Market on Main Street offers local produce and crafts.
Chicago style pizza 
in Ames, iowa!
3 unique homemade crusts!
Best Thin Crust!
Homemade pizza  sausage!
Homemade pizza sauce!
2610 Northridge Parkway #107, Ames, Iowa
515-2292-1111
www.blackmarketpizza.com
As Featured on Man vs. Food
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Dear incoming ISU students,
Welcome to your new academic home, 
but also your new city home — or home 
away from home.
As ISU students, you are now also 
official residents of the city of Ames. That 
comes with all the rights and responsi-
bilities of such, including voting. With a 
presidential election coming up, voting 
and participating in the process can offer 
exciting opportunities for involvement — 
not only in the ISU community but in the 
larger Ames community as well.
On a lighter side, we hope that you 
will enjoy all of the fun amenities that 
Ames has to offer. It would be hard to 
find a comparable community with more 
than 30 parks of varying sizes and uses — 
including a dog park! 
Add to that the more than 50 miles 
of shared use paths for those of you who 
come to town with your bicycle. The list 
goes on.
Diverse shopping and ethnic restau-
rants surpass that of most towns our size. 
Do check them out.
Most exciting is all the shared re-
sources between Iowa State and the city 
of Ames. At the top of that list is CyRide, 
serving not just Iowa State, but the entire 
Ames community. The Ames/ ISU Ice 
Arena is shared and used by community 
members and students alike. The city and 
Iowa State share a sustainability coordi-
nator. Again, the list goes on.
All told, we hope the offerings and 
resources of the Ames community 
make Iowa State an attractive choice for 
students. And we know that the ath-
letic, cultural and educational resources 
make Ames a better place for long-term 
residents.
Thanks for choosing Ames and Iowa 
State as your new home. Feel free to 
call me at City Hall, 239-5105, with any 
thoughts.
Welcome. We think this is a mighty 
fine place to live.
Sincerely yours,
Ann Campbell
Mayor
City life
Ames mayor welcomes students  
to ‘a mighty fine place to live’
File Photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State
Mike Brennan, retired commander of 
the Ames Police Department, talks 
with Ames Mayor Ann Campbell at 
Brennan’s retirement reception Jan. 7 
at Ames City Hall. Friday was Brennan’s 
last day working for the Ames Police 
Department after 30 years of service.
$1.00 Pizza Slices every 
Tuesday night from 
8 pm to 11 pm
Your choice of 
Cheese or Pepperoni
Welcome Students
1610 S Kellogg Ave
232-6900
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As incoming freshman, one 
of the biggest concerns about 
moving to Ames may be that 
there will be no where to shop. 
But think again.
The North Grand Mall has 
many stores and other ameni-
ties to offer ISU students.
“You may shop, dine and 
enjoy more than 50 name-
brand stores, specialty bou-
tiques, restaurants and service 
providers,” said Lori Bosley, 
general manager of North 
Grand Mall.
The North Grand Mall is 
packed with stores that stu-
dents will enjoy. Bosley lists 
off stores such as: JCPenney, 
Younkers, Gap, American 
Eagle, Eddie Bauer, Victoria’s 
Secret, Bath & Body Works 
and Buckle — just to name a 
few.
If it is food and entertain-
ment you are looking for, you 
can grab a bite to eat at Cookies, 
etc.; Jimmy John’s; Flame & 
Skewer or Pretzelmaker. Then 
you can go catch a movie at the 
North Grand 5 theater.
The North Grand 5, com-
monly referred to as the “dol-
lar” theater, plays movies that 
were released a few months 
earlier. If you wait and see the 
movies at this theater, tickets 
are only $1.50 and 3-D movies 
are $3.50.
With all of the shopping 
that you will be doing, you 
may blow through your money 
pretty quickly. If this ends up 
being the case for you, Bosley 
said: “Job seekers will find 
multiple employment oppor-
tunities at the 50 plus busi-
nesses located at the mall.”
Freshman may be wor-
ried about transportation to 
and from the mall if they do 
not have a vehicle. The North 
Grand Mall is located just a 
few miles from exit 113 on 
Interstate 35, at 2801 Grand 
Ave. in Ames.
“The North Grand Mall is 
close to Iowa State University 
and on the CyRide bus route,” 
Bosley said.
Students can be picked up 
by the No. 1 Red or No. 3 Blue 
CyRide bus right from cam-
pus. The buses will drop you 
off and pick you up directly 
outside the front of the mall, 
so there is no need to worry 
about hauling all of your bags 
far distances.
Make sure to take a trip out 
to the North Grand Mall dur-
ing your first year here at Iowa 
State. 
This mall has much to of-
fer college students for their 
shopping, dining and enter-
tainment needs.
Retail
North Grand Mall: 
more than just shops
By Kelsey.Roehrich 
@iowastatedaily.com
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North Grand Mall offers many popular shops, such as 
JCPenny, American Eagle, the Gap and more. It also has a 
movie theater with shows as priced as low as $1.50.
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Residents of Ames may be 
very familiar with the historic 
beauty of the local Main Street, 
but incoming students are 
often unaware of the variety 
of activities the Main Street 
Cultural district has to offer.
Main Street is lined with 
many businesses, shops and 
restaurants for people of all 
ages and interests to enjoy.
Quaint shops such as 
Chocolaterie Stam and Lyla’s 
Boutique & More sit next to 
cafes, bars and restaurants 
like the Grove Cafe, London 
Underground and Aunt 
Maude’s.
Shopping
For college girls looking 
for a new outfit to wear the 
upcoming weekend, Lyla’s 
Boutique & More is the place 
to go. Lyla’s features anything 
from dresses to jeans to ac-
cessories to shoes. Customers 
can come for a cute cocktail 
dress for a night on the town or 
a cute pair of colored jeans to 
wear during the week.
Lyla’s also sells a variety of 
jewelry and accessories and 
shoes. Shoppers can even find 
stylish cowboy boots for sale in 
the shop. Also available at the 
store are stylish ISU gear, in-
cluding dresses, tanks, jewelry, 
scarves and handbags.
Other clothing boutiques 
on the street include Teal & 
Tenacious and Sigler on Main.
Teal & Tenacious is a 
women’s clothing store that 
sells name brands such as Jag 
Jeans, Bamboo Co. and Tribal. 
The store also sells jewelry 
from local artists as well as 
handmade accessories. Minor 
alterations to clothing is pro-
vided to shoppers at no cost.
Sigler on Main is a cloth-
ing store that specializes in 
athletic wear. Customers can 
find ISU, UNI, Iowa and Drake 
team apparel. 
The store is unique in its 
items, selling sports team 
clothing that is also cute — 
such as ISU dresses, tanks and 
jewelry. 
Shoppers can also find lo-
cal high school team apparel, 
such as Ames High and Boone 
schools.
There are also a few shoe 
stores lining main street, 
including Emmerhoff’s 
Footwear and Brown’s Shoe 
Fit Co.
Downtown
File photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
The Loft, located on Main Street in downtown Ames, offers 
resale of trendy, brand name clothes.
Main Street 
offers shopping, 
food and more
By Ashley.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Consignment
For the students looking to 
“go green” and find something 
cheap, there are several con-
signment shops along Main 
Street.
The Loft offers resale of 
trendy, brand name clothes 
that any college student would 
enjoy. 
Students looking for a cute 
outfit to wear on the weekend 
at an extremely reasonable 
price can find exactly what 
they are looking for at The 
Loft. 
The Loft features name 
brand clothes from stores 
such as Express, Hollister 
and Abercrombie and Fitch. 
Clothes are current — nothing 
bought over a few years ago — 
and stylish and trendy.
Duck Worth Wearing is an-
other consignment shop that 
sells children’s clothes and 
toys. 
Also sold at the shop is ma-
ternity clothing.
Other consignment shops, 
such as Great Stuff, LTD and 
Anything but New sell fur-
niture, home accessories, 
antiques and even vintage 
clothing.
Bars
Several bars can be found 
along Main Street. Some of the 
popular bars include Deano’s, 
DG’s Taphouse and Olde Main.
DG’s Taphouse specializes 
in beer. The ultimate craft beer 
bar, customers can choose 
from 56 beers on tap and more 
than 100 choices in bottles. 
Customers are encouraged 
to come in, sit down, enjoy a 
beer and play pool, foosball, 
darts or pinball. Live music is 
also featured in the bar each 
weekend.
The London Underground 
is an English-style pub featur-
ing imported beers on tap. The 
pub gives customers an inter-
national atmosphere and cus-
tomers can expect to feel like 
they just stepped into the big 
city of London.
The Corner Pocket is a 
popular pool-bar, hence the 
name. Customers go to enjoy 
a few drinks and play a few 
competitive or friendly games 
of pool.
Restaurants
A plethora of local res-
taurants line Main Street. 
From Italian food to Thai cui-
sine, there is something for 
everyone.
The Grove Cafe is a unique 
place to get a great breakfast.
“[Our restaurant] is old 
style, like something you 
would find in town in the 
1950s or ‘60s,” said owner 
Larry Goodale. “It’s small and 
quaint.”
Something special to The 
Grove Cafe is that customers 
can watch Goodale cook from 
anywhere in the restaurant.
Goodale said the most pop-
ular item sold is the pancake. 
“It’s had a ton of publicity. It’s 
been written up in the Food 
Network Magazine as the best 
breakfast in Iowa.”
The pancake is tradition-
al, big and fluffy served with 
homemade syrup.
“My recommendation is to 
come in, get breakfast, try our 
pancake and see the place,” 
said Goodale.
Other great places to eat on 
Main Street are Aunt Maude’s, 
Olde Main, Downtown Deli, 
The Spice and many more.
The Spice is restaurant 
that offers authentic Thai cui-
sine. The restaurant offers a 
sophisticated atmosphere but 
is also a relaxed environment.
On the restaurant’s web-
site, the owner, Supote 
Methiyapun, offers some rec-
ommendations on how to en-
joy the cuisine the traditional 
way of Thailand. Methiyapun 
shares on the site that the best 
way to enjoy Thai food is to 
have a group of people together 
so that each dish can be shared 
amongst them.
The owner also distin-
guishes the difference be-
tween Thai food and Chinese 
food — in Thai food, chop-
sticks are not a standard uten-
sil and are not used for rice 
dishes. Chopsticks are usually 
only used when Chinese style 
noodles are sold.
Olde Main is not only a 
restaurant but also a brew-
ing company. Customers 
can come to the restaurant 
or brewery to wine and dine. 
There are also rooms for cus-
tomers to hold events.
Olde Main is unique to 
Ames because it is also a 
brewing company. The brew-
ery uses a mix of traditional 
brewing practices with new, 
modern techniques to cre-
ate fresh and unique flavored 
beers. Olde Main’s beers can 
be found across Iowa in other 
bars and restaurants and in 
retail stores throughout the 
state as well. For those looking 
to get a firsthand experience of 
the brewery, Olde Main allows 
customers to schedule tours 
to view the brewery and the 
brewing process.
Whether you’re looking for 
a quick lunch, a fancy evening 
dinner, somewhere to shop or 
to experience something new, 
Main Street offers it all.
Not only is it lively and 
filled with something for ev-
eryone, it’s a historic part of 
Ames and, if nothing else, a 
beautiful place to take a walk 
down the street.
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The Loft business, located on Main Street in downtown Ames, sells gently used clothing. 
File photo: Jamie Grant/Iowa State Daily
The restaurant Olde Main is also a brewery.
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As the semester begins, 
students may find themselves 
overwhelmed with classes and 
living in a different city. But 
have no fear, the Ames enter-
tainment life is always avail-
able to help ease the stress of a 
new year.
Local Music
The Ames music scene is 
establishing itself as a go-to 
performance location in the 
Midwest. 
Ames has several per-
formance venues, including 
the Maintenance Shop, The 
Space and DG’s Taphouse, 
among many others. The 
Maintenance Shop, located 
in the Memorial Union, offers 
drinks and food while students 
listen to their favorite bands. 
The Space for Ames is used 
as a music venue, as well as a 
workshop space and a gallery.
Local musicians Nate 
Logsdon and Chris Lyng 
formed the first annual 
Maximum Ames Music 
Festival last year, and the 
four-day event featured 127 
bands, Lyng said in a previous 
interview. Headliners for last 
year’s festival included The 
Mountain Goats and Someone 
Still Loves You, Boris Yeltsin.
This year’s festival will take 
place between Sept. 20 and 
Sept. 23.
Campus Music
The music department is 
also beginning its season of 
choir, orchestra, jazz and per-
cussion performances. Music 
can be heard regularly at the 
Martha-Ellen Tye Recital 
Ames247
Your complete 
guide to Ames 
entertainment
By Julia.Ferrell 
@iowastatedaily.com
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Christopher the Conquered performed Sept. 24, 2011, at DGs 
Taphouse in Ames. They were part of the first ever Maximum 
Ames Music Festival.
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Hall, located in Music Hall, for 
affordable ticket prices.
Students can audition for 
a variety of musical groups, 
including vocal choirs, per-
cussion ensembles, marching 
band, jazz bands and instru-
mental groups. More informa-
tion on auditioning for groups 
can be found in the Music Hall 
office or on the music depart-
ment website.
Theater
The Ames theater life 
also offers plenty of perfor-
mances throughout the year. 
ISU Theatre performs several 
plays, and the occasional op-
era, in Fisher Theater every 
year. The theater season also 
includes the annual Stars 
over Veishea musical in the 
spring, as well as the student-
produced play at the end of the 
year. 
Information on auditions 
can be found in the theater 
office on the second floor of 
Pearson Hall or online at the 
department’s website.
Stephens Auditorium also 
provides professional musi-
cals, plays and other enter-
tainment groups throughout 
the year. This year’s lineup 
includes musicals like “Shrek” 
and “West Side Story,” and 
acrobatic performances like 
“ZooZoo” and “Traces.”
The Ames area also pro-
vides several community the-
aters. While there are many 
local theaters throughout the 
county, Ames includes the-
atrical troupes ACTORS and 
the Story Theater Company. 
ACTORS auditions are held 
throughout the year, and of-
fer rehearsal schedules flex-
ible with Iowa State students. 
The Story Theater Company 
performs children’s theater 
throughout the year, and work-
shops are held throughout the 
summer.
Dance
Iowa State also provides 
dance groups for a range of 
genres. Hip-hop group Dub H 
began in 2001, and performs 
in both fall and spring semes-
ters. The group has previously 
performed for the Minnesota 
Timberwolves, including two 
halftime performances.
Groups Orchesis I and II 
perform throughout the year 
as well. Auditions for Orchesis 
I are held each year and are 
in Studio 196 in the Forker 
Building. Each year, Orchesis 
I performs at the Octagon 
Art Festival, and also hosts 
two shows of its own. In the 
fall, the team performs the 
annual Barjche modern and 
contemporary dance produc-
tion. Orchesis II, however, is a 
non-audition dance group, and 
performs a range of dances in-
cluding jazz, tap, modern and 
hip-hop.
Art
Several art galleries are lo-
cated around the ISU campus. 
Morrill Hall, located north of 
Beardshear Hall, is home to 
the Christian Petersen Art 
Museum. The museum fea-
tures art from Iowa State’s for-
mer artist-in-residence. The 
exhibit is located at 1017 and 
0003 Morrill Hall.
The Memorial Union is 
also home to several art gal-
leries. The Gallery and the 
Pioneer Room, both located on 
the third floor, are often used as 
art exhibits, showcasing both 
regional and student artists. 
New exhibits are displayed ev-
ery four to six weeks, accord-
ing to the gallery website.
The Brunnier Art Museum, 
located in the Scheman 
Building in Iowa State Center, 
displays various art exhibits 
throughout the year. The mu-
seum emphasizes decorative 
art, and exhibits often include 
glass and stone, as well as tex-
tiles, carpets and furniture.
Students can also venture 
off campus to find more art 
exhibits. Located on Douglas 
Avenue, the Octagon Center 
for the Arts, provides exhibits 
and classes throughout the 
year. 
On Sept. 23, the Octagon 
will host the 42nd annual 
Octagon Art Festival, located 
in the Main Street Cultural 
District. The free festival al-
lows more than 100 Midwest 
artists to sell and display their 
work.
Movies
If students are looking for 
a laid-back evening, Ames also 
provides two movie theaters 
near campus.
Cinemark Movies 12, locat-
ed at 1317 Buckeye Ave., pro-
vides new releases and mid-
night showings of big films. 
Movies 12 shows films several 
times throughout every day of 
the week.
In North Grand Mall, 
Cinemark North Grand 5 
also shows films throughout 
the week. Although the films 
shown have been released for 
several weeks prior, North 
Grand 5 sells tickets for as 
cheap as $1.50.
Veishea
In April, all of Ames en-
tertainment comes together 
in the annual celebration of 
Veishea. The weeklong cel-
ebration is meant to showcase 
the ISU community, and both 
local and national entertain-
ment are featured throughout 
the week.
During the week, student 
events and contests feature 
a range of entertainment tal-
ents. Cyclone Idol, a singing 
competition, is hosted by a 
celebrity singer and Veishea 
Says I’m Funny showcases 
stand-up comedians on cam-
pus. The Music Showcase 
Extraordinaire, held in the 
Maintenance Shop, includes 
performances from both stu-
dents and local bands.
Friday and Saturday sees 
the Live@Veishea concerts. 
Each year, national acts per-
form in the parking lot out-
side of the Molecular Biology 
Building. 
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Fans line up for the midnight showing of “The Hunger Games.” Ames has two movie theaters, 
with Cinemark Movies 12 offering regular midnight premieres.
>>AMES247.p39
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You’ll Ever Have
The Iowa State Daily is also 
taking applications for the
creative department. 
Adobe CS experience helpful. 
Email gayledar@iastate.edu
Call Today!
       515.294.1839
Apply at 108 Hamilton Hall  
or visit www.iowastatedaily.com  
to download an application.
The Iowa State Daily has  
immediate openings in its  
sales department. Learn  
sales techniques, improve  
your communication skills  
and build your resume  
while earning Top Dollar!
Call Today!
       515.294.2403
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When Des Moines’ 
Slipknot exploded on to the 
heavy metal scene, music jour-
nalists and industry represen-
tatives predicted Iowa would 
soon be to metal what Seattle 
had been to grunge in the early 
‘90s. Although Iowa and Des 
Moines never became the 
new cultural center of heavy 
metal, the indie music scene 
in Iowa is growing at an expo-
nential rate, and Ames’ scene 
is truly at the forefront of the 
movement.
While some students may 
feel a trip to Minneapolis, 
Omaha or Iowa City is a re-
quired to see great live music 
on the weekend, a short walk 
from campus to The Space 
for Ames, Headliners or the 
Maintenance Shop will reveal 
that phenomenal live shows 
do exist in flyover country. The 
scene thrives on a devotion to 
local culture, collaboration, 
open minds, eccentricity and 
artists’ shared love not only 
for the music, but also for the 
scene they proudly represent.
11 Artists You Have to 
See Before Graduation 
(In no particular order.) 
The Poison Control 
Center
The Poison Control Center 
has defined the Ames music 
scene for the last 10 years. The 
band’s performances – fea-
turing stage somersaults and 
Guitarist Patrick Fleming of-
ten hanging from any rafter in 
reach – have become legend-
ary events. 
Along with bringing a 
Pavement and early Who 
sound to the stage, Poison 
Control Center has always 
been Ames ambassadors, pro-
moting the scene wherever 
they go.
Mumford’s
Take one part Townes Van 
Zandt, a dash of klezmer and 
add some gypsy punk, and you 
might just get something simi-
lar to Mumford’s sound. The 
band’s live shows combine 
driving, catchy melodies with 
deep singer-songwriter lyr-
ics, with often theatric plots 
playing out throughout the 
performance.
The Snacks
There are cover bands in 
any college town, but few can 
boast the repertoire of The 
Snacks who, quite literally, 
cover everything. The two-
man drum and keyboard act 
is known for filling any au-
dience request – from “Girl 
from Impanema” and Barry 
Manilow’s “Copacabana” to 
Bell Biv Devoe’s “Poison” and 
Jay Z’s “H to the Izzo.”
The Anytime
For the pop-punk fan, 
Ames band The Anytime 
brings a Rocket Summer-like 
dance grove and a polished 
stage presence for a high en-
ergy show. The Anytime have 
released two EPs so far, and 
spend their time managing 
the Lost and Found Lounge 
on Welch Avenue when not on 
stage.
Matt Woods and the 
Thunderbolts
Blues music is still alive 
in central Iowa. Guitarist 
Matt Woods combines the 
Chicago blues sound with 
R.L. Burnside and Junior 
K i m b r o u g h - i n f l u e n c e d 
Mississippi hill country blues 
for a diverse boogie experi-
ence. Woods shows a mastery 
for slide guitar work and his 
extended jams will please any 
blues aficionado.
The Workshy
The jam band scene is alive 
and well in Ames with bands 
like The Workshy and new-
comers The Sun Company 
bringing funky improvisation-
al grooves to the stage in true 
Jerry style.
Radio Moscow
Face-melting licks and 
powerful, driving blues rock 
have defined Radio Moscow’s 
sound for years. 
The Story City trio fronted 
by shredder Parker Griggs 
produces a Hendrix-style ‘60s 
psychedelic sound. 
Moscow spends most of 
their time touring interna-
tionally now, but makes sev-
eral stops in Ames every year. 
The band is currently 
working on its third album 
and had success with the sec-
ond when Radio Shack put on 
tune in a commercial featur-
ing Lance Armstrong.
Shaun Billz
Hip-hop and rap is often 
scarce compared to indie 
bands in Iowa, but Shaun 
Mathis, a.k.a. Shaun Billz, has 
been bringing smooth rhymes 
back from his native Chicago 
backed by tracks he produces 
himself.
Local music
Eleven artists to hear in Ames, 
where to watch them perform
By Dylan Boyle
Daily staff writer
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9/12 Intrasquad 
9/14  &  15 Huntsville Havoc 
9/ 21 & 22 Exhibition
9/28 & 29 Texas Tech  
10/5 & 6 Arizona State               
10/12 & 13 at Ontario CIS
10/19 & 20 Robert Morris 
10/26 & 27  Illinois 
11/2 & 3 at Indiana 
11/9 & 10 Oklahoma
11/16 & 17 at Lindenwood 
11/23 & 24 West Virginia 
11/30 & 12/1 Central Oklahoma
12/7 & 8 Dakota-Bottineau
1/4 & 5 at Robert Morris 
1/11 & 12 Ohio
1/18 & 19 at Illinois
1/25 Iowa
1/26 at Iowa
2/1 at Central Oklahoma 
2/2 at Oklahoma
2/8 & 9 Lindenwood 
2/15 - 17 at CSCHL Tournament
     @ Athens, Ohio
2/22 & 23  Exhibition
3/1 - 5 at ACHA Men’s Division 
     National Tournament
     @ Bensenville, Illinois
SEASON TICKETS • CHILD $75 • STUDENT $95 • ADULT $150
SINGLE GAME TICKETS • CHILD $5 • STUDENT $7 • ADULT $10
WWW.CYCLONEHOCKEY.COM
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Bootytronic suite
A collaboration of artists 
“devoted to the art of moving 
butts,” Bootytronic is Ames 
most well-known DJ group, 
laying down dance tracks at 
least once a month at Project 
20/20 and other venues 
around Ames and Des Moines.
Christopher the 
Conquered
Following in the footsteps 
of Poison Control Center, 
Chris Ford and his band 
bring the Ames stage pres-
ence to live shows with Ford 
conducting the horn section 
— The Black Gold Brass Band 
— Frank Zappa style from his 
piano stool. 
CtC’s piano driven rock 
songs showcase Ford’s pow-
erful soul voice and witty 
songwriting.
Leslie and the Ly’s
Known for her massive 
collection of sweaters, Leslie 
Hall may be the most eccen-
tric act to ever come from the 
Ames scene — and one of the 
first big acts to put Ames on 
the map. 
Hall combines eclectic 
hip-hop rhymes and unusual 
stage antics in one of the most 
fun live shows you’ll ever see.
Venues
 
The Space for Ames
Located in Campustown, 
The Space for Ames is a com-
munity venue aimed at pro-
moting local music with all 
age shows. The Space is meant 
for the enjoyment of the whole 
community, allowing any local 
band to book shows there.
Zeke’s
Zeke’s, another commu-
>>MUSIC.p43
MUSIC.p44 >>
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Mumford’s album release show July 1, 2011, at the Maintenance Shop. The band has become 
a local favorite with their self-described energetic blend “wild freak-folk storyteller dance.”
515.268.1693
www.studio7ss.com
www.facebook.com/studio7salon
Colors
Cuts
Keratin Treatments
Hair Removal
Makeup
Massage
Skincare
Nails
Spray Tanning
Tanning
20% off 
your rst service!
cut this out and bring it inexp. 8/1/12
2624 Northridge Pkwy
Ames, Iowa 50010
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nity space located west from 
campus on Lincoln Way, offers 
a variety of shows to all-age 
audiences.
M-Shop
Iowa State’s own 
Maintenance Shop has a long 
history of great music – Buddy 
Guy and Junior Wells have 
performed there in the past – 
and gives students access to a 
variety of touring acts and big-
ger bands.
Bars
Several bars in both 
Campustown and through-
out Ames host acts on the 
weekends for the 21+ crowd. 
Headliners in Campustown 
has become the best place to 
find metal in Ames. Project 
20/20 has become a premier 
dance club. Venturing away 
from Campustown, fans will 
find Mother’s Pub hosting 
blues acts like Matt Woods, 
singer-songwriters and cover 
bands. 
On Main Street, DG’s Tap 
House is a prime stop for many 
regional jam bands and local 
acts.
Coffee shops
Ames wouldn’t be a college 
town without the occasional 
singer-songwriter perform-
ing acoustic music one of the 
many coffee shops around 
town. Stomping Grounds in 
Campustown hosts artists 
almost every week and Café 
Milo in West Ames hosts lo-
cal musicians every Friday and 
Saturday night.
Getting involved
To say the Ames music 
scene is welcoming would be 
an understatement. Unlike 
other music cities, the vibe in 
Ames is one of many unique 
talents with multiple bands 
and solo artists. The best way 
for students to get involved 
in the local scene — either as 
a musician or as a volunteer 
helping put on shows — is at-
tending and meeting other 
musicians at open mic nights.
Many resources for aspir-
ing musicians also exist within 
the Ames community as well, 
from music stores like Rieman 
Music and BRG Music on Main 
Street to music studios like 
The Spacement, Alexander 
Recording Kompany and 
Pinnacle Records.
>>MUSIC.p44
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Christopher the Conquered during his performance on 
Independence Stage at the 80/35 festival in downtown Des 
Moines.
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ART | ON CAMPUS
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily 
“Border Crossing,” created by Luis Jiménez in 1989, is located on Central Campus.
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily
“The Fountain of the Four Seasons,” created by Christian 
Petersen in 1941, is on the north side of the Memorial Union.
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily 
“The Left-Sided Angel,” created by Stephen De Staebler in 
1986, is located on the south side of the Parks Library.
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily 
“Panthers,” created by Christian Petersen 
in 1920, is located on the northwest 
side of Central Campus in the Anderson 
Sculpture Garden.
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily 
“Transformation,” created by Albert Paley 
in 2007, is on the east side of Morrill Hall
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily 
“The Marriage Ring,” created by 
Christian Petersen in 1942, is located on 
the south lawn of MacKay Hall.
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Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily 
“Bravo III,” created by Bill Barrett in 2005, sits near the west entrance of the Gerdin Business 
Building.
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State 
Daily 
“Abraham Lincoln,” created 
by Christian Petersen in 1933, 
is located west of Morrill Hall
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily
“Marry Me,” created by William King in 2007, is located south 
of Morrill Hall.
Photo: Adam Ring/Iowa State Daily
“Joy,” created by Christian Petersen in 1938, is a drinking 
fountain southeast of MacKay Hall.
(515) 232-8383 • 1614 S. Kellogg • Across from Old Chicago
M
on: 2 for  1 cocktails all day (sam
e drink) Tues: Sushi & M
artini Night   
Happy Hour
Everyday 4-6 pm
Bottle Beer ¢99- $1.50
Wells $1.99
Mimosa $1.99
House Wine $1.99
Sake Bombs $2.99
20% of all appetizers
Wed: Traditional Habachi Night 50% off 2nd adult Habachi entree
*one person per check
with student ID*
10% discount
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You’ve probably heard the 
rumors.
The ones about the 15 
pounds. The ones about only 
eating ramen noodles. The 
ones about living off of diet 
sodas and pizza rolls. The ones 
about being broke from said 
diet sodas and pizza rolls.
For some people, the ru-
mors are true, but they don’t 
have to be true if you know 
what your dining options are 
and how to budget correctly. 
The sooner you get a handle on 
this whole budget and respon-
sibility stuff, the better off you 
and your 15 pounds will be.
Paying for on-campus 
meals
If you’re living on campus 
in Union Drive, Richardson 
Court or Buchanan Hall it is 
mandatory you have a meal 
plan.
You have a few options 
when it comes to picking a 
meal plan. The more meals 
you buy the less money you 
pay per meal. The “Cyclone” 
plan is only $6.15 per meal, but 
are you going to eat 19 meals 
a week? If you are, then great, 
this meal plan is for you. From 
my experience most college 
students ate about 14 meals 
Finances
Things to consider 
when budgeting 
for campus dining 
By Caitlin Diimig 
AmesEats Flavors writer
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There are numerous great 
places for people in Ames to 
grab a bite to eat. Ames is full 
of restaurants like Buffalo 
Wild Wings, Applebees, Red 
Lobster, Carlos o’Kelly’s and 
many more. But for those look-
ing for more than the standard 
fare, Ames is also home to 
restaurants that offer equally 
great taste and service but 
with a local atmosphere.
One local restaurant, 
which is found on Main Street, 
is Lucullan’s Italian Grill. The 
owners of Lucullan’s Grill 
pride themselves on almost all 
of the food being made right in 
the restaurant.
“We make almost all our 
food besides the sandwich 
buns,” Terry Lowman, who 
Food
Local restaurants bring variety
By Ashley.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Jamie Grant/Iowa State Daily
Olde Main is more than a restaurant: It also brews its own beer in house. The restaurant and 
brewery is on Main Street.RESTAURANTS.p70 >>
Whether you live on Union 
Drive, in Richardson Court, or 
in an apartment on campus, 
convenient and delicious din-
ing is easily accessible. 
ISU Dining does a fantastic 
job of offering a variety of fa-
cilities that are able to meet all 
of student dining needs. 
Whether you’re looking 
to grab dinner with friends at 
one of the residential dining 
centers, grab coffee and read 
at one of the cafes, or pick up 
a few groceries at one of the 
many convenience stores, ISU 
Dining has the perfect place.
Residential dining 
centers
C o n v e r s a t i o n s : 
Conversations dining Center 
is the newly remodeled Oak-
Elm dining center that serves 
the Richardson Court crowd. 
Meal plans, meal bundles and 
Dining Dollars are accepted 
here.
Conversations provides a 
la carte breakfast, a coffee bar 
with lattes to go, a bakery with 
homemade desserts and ice 
cream, a grill, a Creations sta-
tion that allows you to build 
your own quesadillas and 
crepes, a deli and the Crisp 
Greens salad bar.
Seasons: Seasons is Iowa 
State’s newest dining center. 
Seasons dining center is the 
result of the 2009 renovation 
of the Maple-Willow-Larch 
dining center. Seasons accepts 
meal plans and Dining Dollars.
Seasons features a variety 
of dining stations. These sta-
tions include Bonsai (stir fry), 
the Bushel Basket (salad bar), 
the Cocoa Bean (breakfast and 
desserts), Hickory’s (home-
cooked items and smoked 
meats), the Olive Branch 
(Italian items) and Wood Grill 
(grilled sandwich and side 
items). In addition to all this, 
hot breakfast items are served 
daily.
Knapp-Storms Dining: 
The Knapp-Storms din-
ing center primarily serves 
the residents of Wallace and 
Wilson Halls. It accepts meal 
plans and Dining Dollars.
Dining in this dining cen-
ter is buffet-style, and features 
two hot entrees, one vegetar-
ian entrée, sides and desserts.
Union Drive Community 
Center: The Union Drive 
Community Center, or the, is a 
close dining option for the res-
idents of Martin, Eaton, Friley 
and Helser halls. It accepts 
meal plans and Dining Dollars.
It also features a variety 
of different food stations. It is 
composed of Country Cuisine 
(country-style items), Wok 
Your Way (stir-fry), Oregano’s 
(Italian items), Backyard Grill 
(grilled items), the Farmer’s 
Market (salad bar), Fresh 
Choice Deli (sandwich sta-
tion), Sweet Temptations 
(dessert bar) and breakfast 
items.
Cafes
Bookends: Bookends Café 
is located on the first floor of 
Parks Library.
Here you can use Dining 
Dollars to grab a coffee or spe-
cialty drink, smoothie, frappe, 
hot chocolate or bottled bev-
erage. If you’re feeling hungry, 
try one of their pastries, bagels, 
salads, sandwiches, wraps or 
assorted snacks.
Dining
Where should you eat on campus?
By Lindsay Hoffman 
AmesEats Flavors
ISU DINING.p73 >>
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per week.
It’s important to know 
what works for you. If you hate 
the dining center food and 
want to live out of your dorm 
mini-fridge then maybe a “25 
Meal Block” plan is best for 
you. With meal blocks one can 
add more meals at anytime, 
but you have to add dining dol-
lars separately.
Dining Dollars are a great 
perk, but can be tough on 
your budget because they of-
fer so much convenience. 
They’re dangerous because 
if you’re not watching how 
many Caribou coffees you’re 
consuming your dining dol-
lars will deplete quickly. If this 
does happen you can add more 
Dining Dollars at anytime. 
Here’s where that whole “bud-
get stuff” comes in handy.
So, if you don’t plan on eat-
ing at the dining hall frequent-
ly, another option is to load up 
on Dining Dollars.
Dining centers, campus 
restaurants and campus con-
venience stores all accept 
Dining Dollars. Campus res-
taurants also have meal bun-
dles, which can be paid for by 
meal blocks or semester plans.
Dorm diet
If living in a dorm it’s best 
one roomie brings the mini-
fridge, and the other the mi-
crowave. You’ll need these for 
the breakfasts, snacks and 
possibly quick lunches. Buy 
cereal, oatmeal, milk and yo-
gurt for quick breakfasts in the 
morning.
Take CyRide and make 
a trip to Hy-Vee or other lo-
cal grocers to keep it budget-
friendly. Convenience stores 
on campus are often more ex-
pensive and should be used in 
emergencies only.
Buy dried fruits and nuts 
for a quick trail mix snack. 
Ease up on the Cheetos, your 
roommate will not be happy 
when they catch you wiping 
your cheesy fingers on their fu-
ton. Not to mention they offer 
no nutritional value.
Don’t bother buying fresh 
fruits. Unless you really do 
plan to eat them several times 
a day, they go bad too quickly 
for dorm life. Besides you can 
leave the dining center with a 
piece of fruit at every meal to 
snack on later.
Same goes with the des-
serts. The dining centers offer 
delicious cakes and pies that 
beat out stale cookies bought 
at the store.
For lunch try making sand-
wiches with whole wheat 
bread and buy lean meat and 
non-processed cheeses from 
the deli. Try making burri-
tos with tortillas, ready rice, 
cheese, black beans and salsa. 
Don’t forget you can always 
make grilled cheeses with an 
iron. Just make sure to clean 
the iron off when you’re done.
Be prepared with a can-
opener and microwavable 
plastic storage containers, as 
well as a complete dining set 
for one person, to make the 
most of your dorm dining.
>>DINING.p48
File photo: John Scallon/Iowa State Daily
Union Drive Marketplace is a great place to eat on the west 
side of campus.
2507 SE 16th St, Ames, IA 50010
515-233-1005
www.americinn.com/hotels/IA/Ames
We Offer Complimentary
Breakfast • High-speed internet
Indoor pool • Lobby w/fireplace  
Cable & Local calls • In-room coffee
Iron w/ ironing board • Guest laundry
ENJOY
20%
DURING YOUR NEXT STAY
OFF
ANY ROOM TYPE!
VALID JULY 1, 2012 to JULY 1, 2013
2507 SE 16th St, Ames, IA 50010
515-233-1005
www.americinn.com/hotels/IA/Ames
Welcome to the end of the day.
ISU SURPLUS SALE
Wednesday, Noon - 3pm
Computers & Monitors
File Cabinets
Chairs
Wood & Metal Desks
Cabinets & Bookcases
Tables
ISU Surplus
1102 Southern Hills Drive
(just north of Airport Road)
www.iastate.edu/centrals/isusurplus
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Flavors
Dorm food does not have 
to just be mac and cheese and 
Ramen Noodles. 
If you have a microwave, it 
is easy to make recipes such as 
breakfast sandwiches or even 
lasagna. 
All is takes is experimenta-
tion and a microwave. Here are 
two recipes for the adventur-
ous student.
Cooking times will vary 
between microwaves so adjust 
accordingly. I used a 1500-watt 
microwave, which is a little on 
the high power side.
Microwave Cheesy 
Lasagna
  6 lasagna noodles
  1 1/2 cups pasta sauce
  3/4 cup shredded mozza-
rella cheese
  1 cup cottage cheese
  1 cup vegetables (your 
choice, sliced thin. I used 
zucchini and mushrooms)
  2 teaspoons Italian 
seasoning
  Shredded mozzarella 
cheese for topping
In a microwave safe 1 1/2 
quart dish, spoon 1/4 cup of 
the sauce on the bottom of the 
dish. Lay two of the lasagna 
noodles on top of the sauce.
Next, pour another 1/4 
cup of the sauce on top of the 
noodles. 
On top of the sauce, evenly 
spread half of the cheese fol-
lowed by half of the vegetables, 
followed by 1/2 cup of cottage 
cheese. Sprinkle half of the 
Italian seasoning on top.
Lay two more noodles on 
top and repeat layers as de-
scribed before: sauce, cheese, 
veggies, cottage cheese, 
seasoning. 
Place your last two noodles 
on the layers and cover with 
the remaining sauce.
Top with desired amount 
of mozzarella cheese. 
Microwave, covered, on high 
for five minutes. 
Next, microwave on 50 
percent power for 15 minutes. 
Allow the lasagna to sit in the 
microwave for five minutes.
Microwave Egg 
Sandwich
  1 egg
  1 teaspoon butter
  1 slice cheese
  1 English muffin
In a microwave safe bowl, 
melt the butter. Add the egg 
and poke the yolk with a 
fork, piercing the membrane. 
Microwave for 50 seconds on 
50 percent power until egg is 
set.
Cut English muffin into a 
top and bottom, like a burger 
bun. Lay each half on a plate 
and place half of the cheese 
slice on each half. 
Microwave on medium-
high power, 70 percent, until 
cheese is melted in about 30 
seconds. 
Place the egg on one half 
and top with the other.
Now you are out the door 
with a filling breakfast in less 
than five minutes.
Easy microwave meals for the dorm
By Linda Berlakovich 
AmesEats Flavors writer
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
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Eating at a campus dining center can 
be a difficult task, especially for incom-
ing freshmen who are unsure about how 
the centers work. There are a few things 
every freshman should know before step-
ping in for his or her first meal as a college 
student.
Here are some tips to help guide new-
comers through the process and keep you 
from assuming that telltale expression of 
utter confusion.
Before you go...
Check menu and nutrition
First of all, each dining center posts 
their weekly menu on the ISU Dining site 
(dining.iastate.edu). Checking this before 
going to eat is a great way for you figure 
out what you want to eat for that meal. 
It also helps shorten the long process of 
wandering around looking for something 
appetizing.
If you are trying to eat healthily or 
just curious about what ingredients are 
included in a dish, you can check out the 
NetNutrition tab on the dining site.
Bring ISU card
An important thing to remember be-
fore taking off is making sure you have 
your ISUCard with you. This contains all 
the data about your meal plan, and without 
it, the checker at the door will not allow 
you inside.
Do not worry if you lose your card — it 
happens. If your card is lost or stolen you 
can visit the ISU Dining office in Friley 
Hall to obtain a meal pass for $3 (good 
for one week) until you can find your card 
or go purchase a new one at the ISUCard 
Office.
Go when it’s not busy
There is one last thing to consider be-
fore eating at a dining hall. Because most 
classes are scheduled around the noon 
lunch hour, noon is a very busy time. The 
checker’s line tends to wrap around the 
building and tables can be very difficult to 
find.
If your schedule allows you to eat an 
hour before or after noon, you might want 
to consider planning your lunch date at an 
alternate time.
Once you are inside 
a dining center...
Find a table
Once you have arrived, your first step 
should be finding a table. It is best to do 
this before grabbing your food because of-
ten you may have to walk around for a bit 
before finding an opening.
Also, do not be shy. Try sitting with a 
group of people you do not know. The din-
ing center is a great place to meet new peo-
ple who live near you, but not necessarily 
in your building.
Scope out the food
The dining centers have a variety of 
food stations that vary from location to lo-
cation. Most often they will have stations 
for fresh fruit and vegetables, Italian food, 
homestyle cooking, grilled foods, interna-
tional cuisine, and desserts.
Eat in moderation
When getting your food, be sure to take 
moderately sized servings. The dining 
centers recently removed all their trays, so 
try getting one plate at a time to forestall 
the possibility of dropping your food on 
the floor. As well as keeping things neat, 
this helps you avoid overeating by limiting 
serving sizes.
Check nutrition labels
Another way to eat healthily is to check 
the nutritional labels and ingredient 
lists shown above the food items at each 
station.
Don’t be greedy
The dining staff will sometimes por-
tion out food to ensure the availability of 
popular items. In this case, it is best to just 
take one portion at a time.
Of course, three chicken strips will not 
fill you up, but by asking for an extra por-
tion, you could be taking someone else’s 
portion and upsetting the amount of food 
prepared by the supervisors for dinner 
time.
After you finish your 
meal...
Clean up
Once you have filled your stomach 
Eating
Your guide to enjoy eating  
at campus dining centers
By Kelsey Schirm 
AmesEats Flavors writer
File photo: John Scallon/Iowa State Daily
One great place to eat on Iowa State’s campus is Seasons Marketplace, which is on 
the east side of campus.
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IOWA
STATE
NAVY-
ROTC VISIT US AT www.navy.iastate.edu 
Full Tuition
Scholarships Available
Department of Naval Science • Room 3 Armory • 294-6050
Develop Leadership, 
Honor, and Respect
<<
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YOUR NIGHT-LIGHT
EVERY NIGHT
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY | PARKING AND POLICE
&HELP VAN SAFETY ESCORT
294-4444
SAFETY ESCORT | DPS personnel will assist you in getting to your campus 
destination.  Escorts may be walking or by vehicle  6:00 pm - 6:00 am 
when classes are in session 
HELP VAN | Motor Assist Program  Dead Battery? Flat Tire? Out of Gas? 
Mon - Thurs 7:30 - 3:00 am | Fri 7:30 - Midnight | Sun 5:00 pm - Midnight
YOUR NIGHT-LIGHT
EVERY NIGHT
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY | PARKING AND POLICE
&HELP VAN SAFETY ESCORT
294-4444
SAFETY ESCORT | DPS personnel will assist you in getting to your campus 
destination.  Escorts may be walking or by vehicle  6:00 pm - 6:00 am 
when classes are in session 
HELP VAN | Motor Assist Program  Dead Battery? Flat Tire? Out of Gas? 
Mon - Thurs 7:30 - 3:00 am | Fri 7:30 - Midnight | Sun 5:00 pm - Midnight
LAST YEAR:
SAFETY ESCORT
Utilized by 6,371 people
HELP VAN
Provided 2,074 assists
www.parking.iastate.edu
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shop
Join the VIP Text Club
For Mall info & a chance to 
WIN a $25 mall store gift card.
 
(Rules apply. No purchase necessary.)
Buckle * Gap * Bath & Body Works
American Eagle Outfitters * Express
Younkers * Victoria’s Secret * JCPenney
& lots more!
Like us on Facebook at
/NorthGrandMall
Join the E-Club
NorthGrandMall.com
•
•
•
2801 Grand Ave. | Ames, IA  |  NorthGrandMall.com
(515) 232-3679 |        | text: NGMALL to: 36000 
North Grand Mall
Text: NGMALL To: 36000
2402 Lincoln Way
On the Corner of Lincoln Way and Stanton
BUY ANY 14” OR LARGER PIZZA, GET ONE 
OF EQUAL SIZE FREE!
BUY ANY 14” OR LARGER PIZZA, GET 
SMOTHARELLA STICKS 
OF EQUAL SIZE FREE!
BUY ANY 14” OR LARGER SPECIALTY PIZZA, 
GET 10” SMOTHARELLA STICKS
FREE!
“TRIPLE PLAY” 2-12” 1-TOPPING PIZZAS 
AND A 12” SMOTHARELLA STICKS
& 2 LITER SODA $1895ONLY
“FRIDAY FEAST” 14” SPECIALITY PIZZA
PLUS A 14” 1-TOPPING PIZZA & 2 LITER 
OF SODA $2595ONLYDA
ILY
  SP
ECI
ALS
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
Dine-In  • Carry-Out • Delivery
Order Online     jeffspizzashop.com@ 
292-2321
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Phi Gamma Delta
FIJI FRATERNITY
Scholarship, Fraternity, Self
Recruitment Chairs:
Evan Brooks: (319) 541-4376
Justin Groff: (309) 453-0506
325 Ash Ave.
Check us out at www.aifiji.com
Top 5 in both scholarship 
and size on campus
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Student Affairs Central Office • 515-294-4420 • www.studentaffairs.iastate.edu
Dean of  Students Office
515-294-1020
www.dso.iastate.edu
Thielen Student Health Center
515-294-5801
www.health.iastate.edu
Office of  the Registrar
515-294-1840
www.registrar.iastate.edu
Department of  Residence
515-294-2900
www.housing.iastate.edu
Enrollment Services
515-294-5836
www.admissions.iastate.edu
ISU Dining
515-294-3856
www.dining.iastate.edu
International Students  
& Scholars
515-294-1120
www.isso.iastate.edu
Memorial Union
515-294-6848
www.mu.iastate.edu
Student Counseling Service
515-294-5056
www.public.iastate.edu/~stdtcouns
Learning Communities
515-294-5165
www.lc.iastate.edu
Division of  Student Affairs
Student Success  
Is Our Mission
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And jumpstart your student’s 
adventure at Iowa State
The Gift Certificate pays for
expenses on the student’s U-bill.
Each gift certificate your student receives THROUGH August 10, 2012 will result in their name being entered in a drawing for up to $500 worth of textbooks** at the University 
Book Store.  The more gift certificates purchased for them, the more times their name will be entered in the drawing. ***
**One prize will be awarded on August 13, 2012. 
*** Odds of winning will depend on the number of entries. Contest closes at 11:59 p.m, Friday, August 10, 2012.
Visit www.giftcert.iastate.edu
for more information
=
WIN
Free
Textbooks
Purchase an
 Iowa State 
University 
  Educati
onal Gift Cert
ificate
   
 for you
r student to
day....
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[      ]Business is an adventure.
[     ]It begins here.
Did you know that Iowa State’s name and 
symbols are federally trademarked?
This ensures they are protected from use or alterations 
by others. That’s why we license companies to produce 
merchandise that correctly bears our name or symbols. 
So, when your student organization wants to create 
t-shirts, mugs, pens or other products using university 
trademarks, be sure to pick a company from the official 
list at www.trademark.iastate.edu.
How does an organization get permission to use 
the marks?
Be sure to check out the guidelines and procedures for 
student organizations at www.trademark.iastate.edu 
BEFORE you start creating your group’s specific 
product. Or contact the university’s trademark licensing 
office for assistance.
Can a club use Cy on their t-shirts for free?
Student organizations do not have to pay royalty fees 
to use university trademarks on products created for 
group’s members AT COST, but you do have to ask 
permission to use the marks. Find internal trademark 
use forms at www.trademark.iastate.edu/forms. If you 
plan to make money from your sales to members or 
fundraising, a royalty exemption cannot be granted. This 
means the licensed company producing your items will 
be required to pay the fee and you may see a difference 
in price.
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June Store Hours
Mon - Fri:  7:45am - 5:30pm
Saturday:  10am - 4pm
Simply visit www.isubookstore.com and order the 
materials needed for your classes.  You just pick up 
your books the weekend before classes start. 
Reserving your textbooks couldn’t be easier!
Reserve your course materials online 
and take advantage of the largest inventory
of used, new, rental, and ebooks in Ames!
reserve your textbooks
Our FREE service saves you 
time and money. We do the 
work.  You avoid the lines.
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June Store Hours
Mon - Fri:  7:45am - 5:30pm
Saturday:  10am - 4pm
Simply visit www.isubookstore.com and order the 
materials needed for your classes.  You just pick up 
your books the weekend before classes start. 
Reserving your textbooks couldn’t be easier!
Reserve your course materials online 
and take advantage of the largest inventory
of used, new, rental, and ebooks in Ames!
reserve your textbooks
Our FREE service saves you 
time and money. We do the 
work.  You avoid the lines.
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Jeans: $15
233 Main Street
(Corner of Kellogg & Main) 
515.232.9053  |  www.theloftames.com
Shoes: $10
Top: $5.25
Necklace: $14
Looking 
good
for
less at
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`
220 Main Street       Downtown       (515) 232-0080
www.amessilversmithing.com
From our hands...to her heart!
UNIQUE SHOPPING, UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Downtown Ames
Explore the rich culture that downtown and historic Main Street have to 
offer this summer. Shop local at the Ames Main Street Farmers Market 
every Friday, Saturday and Sunday morning or experience live music 
every Thursday with “Tune in to Main Street”.  More than one hundred 
downtown businesses thrive and shape Ames to be the 5th Best Place 
to Live the Simple Life (2009) and the Ninth Best Place to Live (2009) 
with pet shops, consignment, bars, and more; downtown Ames has the 
big city accommodations in a small town atmosphere.
Events this summer!
Every Thursday, Tune in to Main Street Concert series 5:30-7:30pm
Every Saturday in the Summer - Farmer’s Market open from 8am-noon
June 1 - Chocolaterie Stam sponsors the Art Walk from 5-8pm
June 11 - June 15 - Masters Palette: Blast from the Past
July 4 - The Ames Fourth of July parade and festival
August 5 - August 10 - Emerging Artist Camp
Firehouse
Books
Used, rare and out of print
Buy • Sell • Trade • Search
TEXTBOOK BUYBACK!
Unique & out of stock
books and videos
405 Kellogg Ave. • 515-232-6609
Dyvigs Pet Shoppe
Fish • Birds • Reptiles 
• Small Animals • Puppies
515-233-5625
412 Burnett Ave, Ames
Full Service Pet Shoppe
Supplies and food for all of your pets
M-F 10 - 5:30
Sat 10 - 5
Sun 12 - 4
Unique Consignments | Locally Handmade Items | Art | Vintage 
225 Main St ree t  -  2nd Floor,  Ames,  IA  50010 |  515.520.9389
/casualrevfashionandartmarket
UNIQUE SHOPPING, UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Downtown Mainstreet
Find the right fit in Ames 
at Brown’s Shoe Fit Co.!
306 Main Street
(515) 232-6633
M-F 9-6 | Thurs. 9-8 | Sat. 9-5
Price Matching
ISU Students: 10% Discount
213 Main Street, Ames
233-1848 Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
bibles
books
gifts
music
videos
www.Facebook.com/eChipShop
www.Facebook.com/AmesBritishFoods
3100 South Du, Ames
M - Sun:10:00 AM - 8:30 PM
429 Douglas Ave., Ames
M - F: 10 AM - 6 PM
Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM
British Invasion
429 Douglas Ave., Ames
M-F: 10 AM - 6 PM
Thurs: Open late (8 PM)
Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM
3100 South Duff, Ames
M-Sun 11:30AM - 8:30 PM
Inside Char’s
303 Main St.   |   515.232.9935
thegroom-room.com
Look better,
feel better...
THINK BETTER.TM
 
 
 

 Men’s Grooming Center & Salon 
ROOM  OOM  
The
Distinctive Women’s Clothing 
and Accessories
Do ntown Ames | 314 Main Street | 515-233-8325 (TEAL) 
Express Your Style
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www.skunkrivercycle.com
Get to Class Fast. Ride a Bike!
• Bikes in Stock • Repairs For All Makes/Models • Free Licensing
• Free Maps • Free Estimates • Student Alumni Discounts 
• Accessories Installed Free
308 Main Street  |  Downtown Ames  |  232-0322
Mon-Sat: 10-6  • Thurs: 10-8
Bring in
this ad 
and receive 
20% OFF
any accessory, 
part, or helmet.
Regular Prices Only. Expires 9/7/12
We offer:
 - Facial & Body Treatments
 - Massage & Reflexology
 - Waxing
 - Makeup Application
 - Eyelash Extensions
515.233.1399   -   209 Main St.
Mon-Wed 10-6, Thurs 10-7, Fri-Sat 10-5 Call for an appointment
UNIQUE SHOPPING, UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Downtown Mainstreet
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P L A C E S .  P E O P L E .  L O V E
  www.UniversityPlains.com    4912 Mortensen Road    Ames, IA 50014      888.819.9392
Resort style pool
w/ hot tub, basketball &
sand volleyball court.
24hr fitness center,
tanning & gameroom.
CyRide stop
Washer/dryer in every apt.
Convenient by-the-bedroom leases
www.SouthDuffAtISU.com  416 Billy Sunday Road Suite 150  Ames. IA 50010   877.288.5810  
4 bedrooms from
$249 / Room
Brand new 24 hour fitness center
Free onsite tanning
CyRide stop
3, 4, & 5 bedroom apts. available now
Washer / dryer in every apt.
Pet friendly
Garages Available
Convenient by the bed leasing
Rock out with iPod/MP3 playermini speakers whenyou open a U.S. BankStudent Checkingaccount today.*
Student Checking
  | Online & Mobil
e Banking  | Financ
ial Education
*Offer valid while supplies last when you open a new Student Checking account at participating branches only. Limit one per account. All regular account opening procedures apply. $25
minimum deposit to open an account. 1. A surcharge fee will be applied by the ATM owner, unless they are participating in the MoneyPass® network. Deposit products offered by U.S. Bank
National Association. Member FDIC. ©2012 U.S. Bank. All rights reserved. 
branch
College is full of 
lessons, and 
U.S. Bank can he
lp you with the 
financial ones–li
ke getting 4 free
 non-U.S. Bank 
ATM transactions
 every statement
 cycle.1
Start college a st
ep ahead with 
U.S. Bank Studen
t Checking.
800.771.BANK (2265)usbank.com/studentchecking
An ATM fee sa
ved is a 
grande no-foam
 vanilla 
skim latte earn
ed.
Ames University Office
2546 Lincoln Way
515-292-2638
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Everyone has heard about 
the dreaded “freshman 15.” 
Packing on the pounds while at 
college is certainly avoidable 
if you choose nutritious foods 
at the campus dining centers 
and make sure to exercise on a 
regular basis.
But, snacking, quick bites 
between classes and late night 
study breaks can add sneaky 
calories between meals. Here 
are some great foods and bev-
erage mixes to stock your dorm 
with for better snacking:
Peanut butter & jelly: Sweet 
and filling, for those occasions 
when you crave a sandwich 
or feel like eating a spoonful 
straight from the jar
Cereal/instant oatmeal: 
These are quick and easy 
breakfast foods to prepare 
right in your dorm
Trail mix: A perfect snack 
on-the-go, trail mix will pro-
vide you with an energy boost 
before your next class
Popcorn: Perfect for a 
movie night with friends or as 
a light snack
Nuts: feeling hungry? Grab 
a handful of almonds, cashews, 
walnuts, etc. and the protein 
will help you feel full until your 
next meal
Granola bars: Both a nutri-
tious and delicious, granola 
bars also have the perk of being 
highly portable, if you need a 
snack on the go
Dried fruit: Satisfy your 
sweet tooth with dried fruits 
such as apricots, cranber-
ries, cherries, blueberries and 
more; all are healthier than 
a trip to the nearest vending 
machine
Canned soup: If you don’t 
feel like trekking in the Iowa 
snow in order to eat at the din-
ing center, heat up a bowl of 
hearty soup and enjoy
Flavored drink mixes: Add 
flavored drink packets to your 
plain water and your taste 
buds will be bursting with a 
fruity sensation. You may also 
find you’re more tempted to 
drink more water throughout 
the day this way
Instant coffee/tea: Wake up 
asleep with these warm drinks
Rice cakes and graham 
crackers: Top them off with 
peanut butter and chocolate 
chips for a simple dessert
Fruit cups: Make sure to 
buy fruit cups with light syr-
up or no sugar added for the 
healthiest option
Frozen meals: Don’t have 
time to sit down and eat a 
meal? Companies such as 
Lean Cuisine and Kashi make 
savory meals that you can mi-
crowave in just a few minutes.
Munchies (pretzels, Chex 
mix, etc.): These are yummy 
snacks, but resist the tempta-
tion to eat the entire bag
Starting college is filled with expecta-
tions, anticipation and most importantly, 
freedom. However, in the land of “do as 
you please,” there are also real life conse-
quences every incoming student can ex-
pect to come across.
One of the most rumored and talked 
about consequence of becoming a fresh-
man is the dreaded freshman 15.
Food for comfort
“College is a big transition that may 
bring stress and many look for comfort in 
food,” Sally Barclay, clinician in food sci-
ence and human nutrition. “That, added to 
a student’s newfound freedom, can mean 
overeating and poor food choices that lead 
to weight gain. College also means many 
social opportunities, which may add ‘emp-
ty calories.’”
Mini restaurants
Jill Magnuson-Arroyo, associate di-
rector of Campus Dining Services, offers 
a wealth of tips for students to avoid the 
fated weight gain.
“I view the Iowa State dining centers as 
an array of mini restaurants,” Magnuson-
Arroyo said. “There are culinary talents 
preparing menu items to order, based on 
the selections of the customers. Students 
have the opportunity to pick healthier op-
tions and ask for smaller portions.”
Healthy plate
“Students need to start building a 
healthy plate which means filling half of 
their plate with fruits and vegetables, fol-
lowed by a fourth of the plate consisting 
of lean protein choices and the remaining 
fourth of the plate consisting of good-for-
you grains,” she said.
Watch the clock
Both Barclay and Magnuson-Arroyo 
emphasize eating breakfast and eating at 
regular intervals to maintain metabolism.
“Eating consistently is key,” Barclay 
said. “Eat every three to five hours to 
prevent blood sugar swings, to maintain 
energy, to reduce cravings and, most im-
portantly, eating at regular intervals has 
shown to improve physical and mental 
performance.”
Wanted: missing meals
“Moreover students should not be 
missing meals. Allowing more than five 
hours to go between eating can sometimes 
make student feel tired and grumpy and 
can lead to overeating. The average meal 
takes about four to five hours to digest,” 
Magnuson-Arroyo said.
Healthy eating early
“Breakfast should be more than a sip 
of juice or a bite of toast in the morning.” 
Magnuson-Arroyo said. “Students should 
take time to plan out what they are going 
to eat and think about all the food groups, 
including fruits, low-fat milk, yogurt and 
cheese, healthy protein sources such as 
tofu, cottage cheese, lean ham and eggs 
— not fried, and wholesome grains like 
whole wheat toast, bagels and waffles,” 
Magnuson-Arroyo said.
Satisfaction
“Try to combine a carbohydrate — fruit 
or grain — with a protein — dairy or meat 
— to build a breakfast that will keep stu-
dents appetite satisfied throughout the 
morning,” she said.
For more information on eating 
healthy on campus, visit dining.iastate.
edu. Through NetNutrition, meals can 
be planned in advance with full nutrition 
information, and many other tips can be 
found online as well.
Health
By Lea.Petersen 
Daily staff writer
Groceries
By Lindsay MacNab 
AmesEats Flavors writer
How to keep off the freshman 15
College food shopping: Stock your dorm
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>>RESTAURANTS.p49
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Lucullan’s Italian Grill is located on Main Street and offers 
traditional Italian entrees.
owns the grill with Mark 
Kassis, said. “Otherwise we 
make all our own breads, sauc-
es, from scratch.”
Lucullan’s most popular 
dish is the lasagna. 
A favorite of owner 
Lowman and his recommen-
dation is the lemon chicken 
with orecchiette, which is a 
chicken breast lemon baked 
served over orecchiette pasta.
Lucullan’s Italian Grill is 
a family owned restaurant 
that’s been around for 33 years. 
“Some of our recipes are hand-
ed down from our ancestors,” 
Lowman said. “My partner’s 
family is part-Italian, and they 
cooked a lot of really, really de-
licious things and we get to put 
them on our menu.”
Other popular local restau-
rants include Jeff’s Pizza and 
Black Market Pizza for a pizza 
and breadsticks.
Hickory Park is perhaps 
Ames’ most famous local res-
taurant, with a large array of 
smoked meats and barbecue-
style food.
The Cafe and Olde Maine 
are favorites for a date night, 
offering full course meals.
Dublin Bay offers Irish 
cuisine in an Irish pub atmo-
sphere for residents looking to 
try something new. 
Other cultural cuisines in-
clude The Spice which offers 
Thai food, as well as Chinese 
Homestyle cooking and 
Mongolian Grill both located 
near campus.
Get the Daily on 
the go 
Follow us on Twitter 
for updates on news, 
sports, entertainment 
and more
@iowastatedaily
@ISDsports
@Ames247
The Greenlee School welcomes
 Tracy Lucht
Tracy Lucht, Ph.D., is returning
to the Greenlee School,
where she earned her
Master’s and Bachelor’s degrees.
She worked as a copy editor for
USA Today and The Washington Post.515-232-4310   |   2501 Airport Drive
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with all the delicious food ISU 
Dining has to offer, make sure 
you clean up. Dining center 
staff members will wipe the ta-
bles, so you don’t have to worry 
about that, but it is courteous 
to leave your table the way you 
found it so that during busy 
hours students can snag your 
table after your departure.
Make sure all trash is 
picked up, and do not leave 
food on the table. Plates should 
be taken to the dish line’s con-
veyor belt. Most dining centers 
ask that you put your silver-
ware in a separate container 
to speed up the process in the 
dish room.
Check meal plan
It used to be essential to 
check the balance of your meal 
plan each week, but new revi-
sions to meal plans make this 
less necessary. ISU Dining is 
now offering meals based on 
a semester total rather than a 
weekly total.
Once the semester’s end 
draws closer, it might be a good 
idea to ask the checker who 
swipes your card how many 
meals you have left so that 
you can plan accordingly. Any 
meals left over at the end of 
each semester will expire.
Remembering these tips 
and suggestions is essential to 
your success as a dining center 
customer. Now that you know 
the basics of dining as a col-
lege student, you can amaze 
your friends with your proper 
dining center etiquette and 
know-how. 
>>EATING GUIDE.p52
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Students flock to Hawthorn Cafe at Frederiksen Court to try out the new options the dining 
center has just implemented.
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Amenities
• FREE Internet
• FREE Cable
• FREE Parking
• Washer & Dryer
  (in select units)
• Ames Racquet & 
  Fitness Membership
• Walk-in Closets
• Pet Friendly
  (in select units)
Jensen
Property Management
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t 
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ng 
at 
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t!
It’s Better out west!
515-233-2752
www.Jensengroup.net
$221* $262*
Coming 
Soon
*All Taxes and Fees Included
Includes $1,000 College Grad Rebate
Wilson Scion Pure Lease
www.scionofames.com | (800) 232-4081
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Business Café: The 
Business Café is a perfect spot 
for students studying in or 
around the Gerdin Business 
Building. This café also ac-
cepts Dining Dollars.
The Business Café is great 
place to a drink or lunch. Stop 
in and try one of their coffee 
or specialty drinks, smoothies, 
frappes, hot chocolates, salads, 
sandwiches, wraps, soups or 
daily hot specials.
Caribou Coffee: Caribou 
is located right in the hustle 
and bustle of the Hub. Caribou 
also accepts Dining Dollars.
This is the perfect spot 
to try one of their many cof-
fee, specialty, tea, frappe or 
smoothie drinks. It also serves 
a variety of pastries, bagels, 
snacks, sandwiches, salads 
and more. Stop in on Mondays 
for their three-dollar smoothie 
promotion!
Courtyard Café: The 
Courtyard Café is convenient-
ly located on the north side of 
Lagomarcino Hall. Dining dol-
lars are accepted as payment 
here.
Here you will find espresso 
drinks, coffee and specialty 
beverages, soda and smooth-
ies. Salads, sandwiches, soups, 
pastries, desserts and a daily 
hot special can also be found 
here.
Design Café: The Design 
building is, unsurprisingly, the 
home of the Design Café. It ac-
cepts Dining Dollars, too.
It offers a selection of cof-
fee and specialty drinks, made-
to-order sandwiches, salads 
and soups.
Gentle Doctor Café: This 
café is housed in the College 
of Veterinary Medicine. It ac-
cepts Dining Dollars.
The Gentle Doctor serves 
coffee and specialty beverages, 
soups, made-to-order sand-
wiches, salads, wraps, desserts 
and pastries.
Hub Grill and Café: The 
Hub is great place to grab 
lunch with friends and social-
ize. It accepts Dining Dollars.
The Hub offers a selection 
of grilled items, made-to-order 
sandwiches, salads, wraps, 
soups, sides, desserts and 
fountain beverages. It also pro-
vides a 24/7 vending service.
Memorial Union Market 
and Café: Inside the MU, you 
will find the MU Market and 
Café. This café also accepts 
Dining Dollars.
It serves coffee and special-
ty drinks, Freshens smooth-
ies, salads, wraps, sandwiches, 
sides, pastries and desserts. 
It also offers Amy’s Organic 
products and vegetarian 
meals. In addition, it is also one 
of campus’ convenience stores.
Restaurants
Clyde’s: Clyde’s is a sports-
themed, on-campus restau-
rant located in the Union Drive 
Community Center. This low-
key hangout accepts meal bun-
dles and Dining Dollars.
It serves appetizers, sand-
wiches, salads, grilled items, 
pizzas, sides, fried items, soups 
and fountain drinks.
Hawthorne Market and 
Café: This café-convenience 
store combination is located 
in the center of Frederiksen 
Court. It accepts meal bundles 
and Dining Dollars.
It serves Starbucks cof-
fee, as well as specialty drinks, 
homemade malts, frappes 
and smoothies. It also offers 
breakfast, grilled items, deli 
sandwiches, soups, specialty 
entrees, pizzas, salads, side 
dishes and a variety of ba-
sic grocery and convenience 
items.
Memorial Union Food 
Court: The Memorial Union 
Food Court provides students 
with a wide variety of food 
choices. It accepts meal bun-
dles and Dining Dollars.
Inside the MU Food Court, 
you will find CYs and Fries 
(burgers and fries), Fresh 
Burrito Works (burritos and 
quesadillas), Sunset Strips 
(chicken strips and sandwich-
es, along with fries), and the 
World Bistro (hot breakfast, 
pizza, comfort food, soups, 
salad bar, panini sandwiches, 
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Campus Cafes
Located all around campus, 
the cafes run by ISU Dining 
offer up a wide variety of food 
and drinks for a quick study 
break snack. 
A perk of the cafes on cam-
pus is the ability to pay using 
Dining Dollars and CyCash, 
along with regular money.
Arcadia
This locally owned cafe has 
their own coffee roaster inside to 
make the freshest coffee possi-
ble. To go along with your coffee, 
they now make their own bread.
Capanna
This cafe’s specialty is 
their homemade gelato. “What 
makes the gelato authentic is 
the recipe comes from Italy,” 
said owner David Smith. Their 
free Wi-Fi and meeting room 
make this a perfect study spot.
Vinyl Café
What goes great with a cup 
of fair-trade coffee made with 
local dairy farm milk? Some 
great music. This coffee shop 
doubles as a record store with 
new music added daily.
 
The Barista Café
Cafes
Get a pick-me-up 
at coffeehouses 
around Ames
By Nick.Andrade 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Arcadia, a coffee spot on Lincoln Way, serves a variety of 
baked goods and coffee drinks in a comfortable student-
friendly atmosphere.
CAFES.p75 >>
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ISU students established 
this cafe, located in Buchanan 
Hall. 
It was created to teach 
students about starting a busi-
ness, and it is still fully run by 
students who make the drinks 
and snacks.
The Café
This locally owned restau-
rant and cafe, located in North 
Ames, prides itself on its belief 
“that good food, good drink and 
good company are some of the 
most rewarding ingredients 
life has to offer.”
Café Milo
Located in West Ames, 
Café Milo serves only locally 
roasted coffee and espresso 
blends. The cafe also serves 
sandwiches, soups and bakery 
goods.
Stomping Grounds Café
Stomping Grounds has 
been in business since 1993. 
The cafe is located on Welch 
Avenue and has both indoor 
and outdoor seating. In ad-
dition to coffee, Stomping 
Grounds also serves lunch 
and dinner, with a selection of 
wine.
Lorry’s Coffee
Lorry’s, on Lincoln Way, 
opened in October 2011. The 
owner Lorry Ver Steeg collabo-
rated with Matthew Goodman, 
owner of Fighting Burrito, to 
open the coffee shop. The shop 
serves drinks and food. It also 
has a drive-thru.
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Cafe Milo offers a variety of cafe items and espresso drinks made from locally roasted coffee 
beans. While many students work on homework at Cafe Milo, the couches, fireplace and 
artwork make for a great place to talk with friends, play a board game or read a good book.
pastas and sides).
Convenience stores
East Side Market: This 
store is located in the Maple-
Willow-Larch commons. The 
East Side Market accepts meal 
bundles and Dining Dollars.
It serves hot Godfather’s 
Pizza, made-to-order sand-
wiches, frozen beverages, 
shakes and smoothies. Also, it 
allows students to pick up ba-
sic groceries items.
South Side Market: This 
store is located in the Wallace-
Wilson Halls. It accepts meal 
bundles and Dining Dollars.
Here, a student can find 
breakfast or dinner meal 
bundles, as well as pizza and 
items from ISU Dining’s 
Commissary Kitchen. In ad-
dition, the South Side Market 
also offers basic groceries and 
convenience items.
West Side Market: Iowa 
State’s West Side Market is 
located in the Union Drive 
Community Center next to 
Clyde’s. It accepts meal bun-
dles and Dining Dollars.
In this C-store, a stu-
dent can pick up a Freshens 
smoothie, sandwich, soup, piz-
za, dessert, basic grocery and 
convenience items, and more.
For additional information 
and hours, please visit the ISU 
Dining website at www.dining.
iastate.edu.
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Something 
to say?
Continue the discussion 
online on our website: 
iowastatedaily.com
Iowa State University
Department of Music & Theatre
Music for you!
Wind Ensemble
Symphonic Band
Concert Band
Jazz Ensembles I & II
Cyclone Marching Band
 Please visit our website for 
 audition information
   
Bands
Choirs
Orchestra
Audition requirements for all ensembles are listed on our website:
wwww.music.iastate.edu
Marching Band
music.iastate.edu/ensembles/band
music.iastate.edu/org/marching
Orientation Meeting:
Mr. Steven Smyth
Day 2 of Orientation 
1:15 pm - 2:00 pm
Music Hall, Room 140
music.iastate.edu/ensembles/choirview
Auditions for Choir Placement:
Dr. James and Ms. Kathleen Rodde
Day 1 of Orientation 
4:30 pm - 5:30 pm
Music Hall, Rooms 009 & 011 
music.iastate.edu/orchestra
Meet the Conductor:
Dr.Jacob Harrison
Day 2 of orientation
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Music Hall, Room 109
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Style
77 Local style
79 Dressing for Rush
80 Accessories
 What your clothes  
 say about you
File photo: David Livingston/ Iowa State Daily
Miss Meyers Clothing Consignment, located on Fifth 
street in downtown Ames, specializes in providing upscale 
department store clothing at an affordable price.
File photo: David Livingston/ Iowa State Daily
As well as clothing articles, Miss Meyers has an interesting 
selection of fashion accessories, including handmade jewelry 
from local artists.
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Incoming students may know about 
the common places to shop in Ames. They 
may not know, however, some of the local 
shops Ames has to offer.
Places like Target, WalMart and the 
shops in North Grand Mall are usually 
the go-to places for clothing shopping in 
Ames. 
Otherwise, many students will make 
the trip down to Des Moines to visit 
Jordan Creek Mall.
Many students do not know Ames it-
self has its own unique places, owned lo-
cally, that offer trendy clothes.
According to the Ames Downtown 
website, for every $100 spent at a locally 
owned business, $68 will be returned to 
the community — through taxes and pay-
roll and other expenditures. However, for 
every $100 spent in a national chain, only 
$43 will stay within that local community. 
If you spend that money online, absolute-
ly nothing comes back to the community.
It’s easy to support our local Ames 
community with so many great local plac-
es to shop.
If you’re looking for some great Iowa 
State gear at a place other than the two 
bookstores in Ames, Dogtown and Sigler 
on Main both offer a variety of options. 
From T-shirts and sweatshirts to cute 
Iowa State tanks and dresses, both are 
great places to look.
For those looking for an outfit for the 
weekend, look no farther than here in 
Ames. Teal & Tenacious, Lyla’s Boutique 
& More, It’s All About Me! and Ayden 
Lee offer clothing items for a night on 
the town or accessories to spruce up your 
outfit.
Teal & Tenacious and It’s All About 
Me! are both located on Main Street. 
Teal & Tenacious offers a variety of 
women’s clothing, while It’s All About Me! 
offers an assortment of jewelry, handbags 
and purses along with cosmetic supplies.
For college girls looking for a new out-
fit to wear the upcoming weekend, Lyla’s 
Boutique & More, also on Main Street, is 
the place to go.
Kinsey Lehrkamp, manager of Lyla’s, 
said there is a variety of accessories, 
dresses, tops and bottoms offered in the 
shop.
“A lot of people come in here look-
ing for dresses,” Lehrkamp said. “College 
girls come in here when they’re looking 
for something to go out in that weekend 
Business
Local shops offer great items 
for residents, ISU students
By Ashley.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
SHOPPING.p78 >>
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and colored jeans are pretty popular right 
now.”
Ayden Lee is another popular place 
with some college students in Ames. 
Ayden Lee is a unique store with items for 
both men and women.
Tia Ricklefs, owner of the store, said 
that the store offers almost everything 
when it comes to clothing.
“We have our own label, our own 
brand name, our own designs, and we also 
have local artists who design our jewelry 
and accessories.”
Most popular with customers at Ayden 
Lee are dresses, purses and earrings.
Items for men can also be found in 
Ames. From suits, dress shirts and ties to 
khakis and jeans, there is a broad assort-
ment to choose from.
“We have trendy clothes at a low 
price,” Ricklefs said. Who can resist that?
Other great options for all types of 
looks include Miss Meyer’s Consignment 
Store and The Loft.
The Loft, a popular and unique resale 
store, is located on Main Street. Owned 
by Amy and Eric Abrams and Jackie 
Reisetter, The Loft opened after the group 
purchased Duck Worth Wearing, a chil-
dren and maternity resale shop.
The owners then realized the need 
for a trendy consignment store for young 
adults and teenagers and opened The Loft 
consignment shop.
The Loft carries high quality brand 
name clothing, at affordable prices. 
Brands often found at the shop include 
Hollister, Abercrombie & Fitch and the 
Gap.
Shoppers can find clothes ranging 
from casual to formalwear and prom 
attire. 
All clothing sold at the shop is not only 
current but stylish as well.
With people constantly bringing in 
their own gently-used clothing, shoppers 
can find something new each and every 
day.
Another popular, stylish and trendy 
consignment store found in Ames is Miss 
Meyer’s consignment shop. 
This store sells consignment that 
fall into their guidelines of the three Cs: 
Current, Clean and Cute.
Katherine Kerns, owner of Miss 
Meyer’s said it is important to shop con-
signment for several reasons. 
“You’re more conscious of the money 
you’re spending, and you can make your 
budget go further,” Kerns said. “Also, if 
you’re a creative person, it’s a way to mix 
and match brands and pieces and be able 
to create your own style that way.”
Miss Meyer’s is a consignment store 
selling gently-used clothing, but upon 
stepping in, a shopper may not guess. 
“Every day we have at least one person 
ask if it’s consignment because it doesn’t 
seem that way,” Kerns said. “It’s not just 
racks and racks of clothing, and it’s not 
your typical consignment store.”
Clothing in the store is separated by 
colors and sizes, which makes it especial-
ly easy on those women who only have a 
short amount of time to shop.
“I think when women go into de-
partment stores or bigger stores it gets 
overwhelming because they don’t have 
enough time to dig through everything,” 
Kerns said. “It’s chaotic and not organized 
very well. That’s how we compete with 
those stores. We’re organized.”
Kerns said that she believes what sets 
them apart from other stores, both con-
signment and new, is that they put a lot of 
time in the presentation of their clothing. 
“I think people love the displays at our 
store. It doesn’t seem like a used clothing 
store, it seems like a hip and trendy cloth-
ing store.”
Whether you’re looking for a sporty 
T-shirt or an outfit for a night on the town, 
you can find it in Ames.
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File photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
The Loft is a consignment store located on Main Street in downtown Ames. It offers 
resale clothing in trendy fashion for young adults and teenagers. Clothing styles 
range from casual to formalwear
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Ayden Lee, located in south-west Ames, specializes in romantic soft lacy spring 
garments. Ayden Lee has its own label and designers for the clothing it sells. The 
store also sells accessories and jewelry.
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Planning for recruitment 
attire can be simple since there 
is a dress code. However, it’s 
important not to let this dress 
code limit your personal style. 
During rush, it’s especially im-
portant to stand out. I myself 
went through recruitment, so 
call these my expert tips for 
each day.
Day 1: 
Pair the plain “Go Greek!” 
shirts with your favorite pair 
of jeans and sandals. Crop jeg-
gings are just right because not 
only are they comfortable, but 
they’ re also clean cut. Crops 
are the ideal length to show off 
wedges or gladiator sandals. 
Sturdy sandals are important 
since there’s a ton of walking 
during recruitment.
Day 2: 
The second day’s theme 
is usually business-casual. 
Longer skirts and dresses 
are most appropriate. Think 
Michelle Obama, as adding 
colorful cardigans can trans-
form dresses into business 
casual. A bright button down 
paired with a simple skirt can 
also perfect for this day. A pair 
of closed toe flats will add both 
class and comfort.
Day 3:
Sundress day provides a 
great opportunity to show off 
personal style. Floral prints 
are a sure thing, and these sim-
ple dresses open up chances to 
accessorize. Adding just a belt 
or a single piece of jewelry can 
spice up basic dresses
Preference night:
Think chic. A cocktail dress 
is best, but instead of black, try 
a softer option such as blush or 
even red. Jazz up the look with 
some pumps.
Greeks at Iowa State follow 
many popular trends and love 
designers; even if you’re not 
in the mood to splurge, follow 
this guide.
Formal recruitment
Dressing for each day of Rush
By Kayla Kienzle 
ISD Style writer
File photo: Kait McKinney/Iowa State Daily
Katie Olson, freshman in kinesiology and health, Sam Duff, 
freshman in kinesiology and health, and Caitlyn Herndon, 
freshman in Engineering, get ready for rush
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A few simple and affordable pieces can 
give even the drabbest wardrobe a stylish 
update.
Printed scarf
A printed scarf is a quick way to bright-
en up a simple T-shirt or add a pop of color 
to a plain tote. 
Tie one in your hair, loop one around 
your neck, or thread one through your fa-
vorite purse handles for fresh and fun look. 
Costing fewer than $20 a pop, it’s a cheap 
and easy update for anyone.
Great-fitting jeans
A great pair of jeans is essential to ev-
ery wardrobe. Denim that’s comfortable, 
flattering and classic will seldom let you 
down. You probably have a pair already, 
but if you’re still on the hunt, look for a 
minimally distressed pair with a dark 
wash. Skinny jeans are still very much in, 
but if you’re looking to step out of that box, 
flared legs are making a comeback.
Statement jewelry
Statement jewelry instantly adds per-
sonality to any ensemble. Throw a chunky 
ring on with a simple sundress for a fun 
nighttime look, or add a wooden bangle to 
jeans and a T-shirt for class. It doesn’t have 
to be anything expensive; it’s the character 
that counts here.
College myth #48259: All 
students wear sweats to class 
everyday, and unless it’s a 
Saturday night, everyone looks 
uniformly unstylish.
However, the truth is a little 
more complicated.
On the days students do 
choose to dress up, there are 
more than several options. 
Here, they are broken down 
into bite-sized stereotypes for 
easy digestion.
The Fashionista
Are you working on getting 
your Vogue subscription for-
warded to Friley Hall? 
Have you measured the 
exact distance between the 
Memorial Union and North 
Grand Mall? 
Do you get Ayden Lee 
tweets on your phone?
If any of these questions 
sound even a little reason-
able, you’ll find yourself in 
good company. Between our 
top-ranked apparel programs 
and our several fashion publi-
cations, Iowa State’s student 
population is surprisingly in 
tune with today’s trends, and 
no one will bat an eye if you 
wear your favorite 4-inch 
heels to the Hub for an evening 
coffee.
The Individualist
So maybe you’re not one 
for labels. You might be more 
interested in finding the new-
est bands at the Maintenance 
Shop or searching out Tumblr 
for inspirational images.
Your skinny jeans might 
look a little disproportion-
ate with your giant portfolio 
bag — we’re assuming you’re 
in the College of Design here 
— but you have a passion, and 
it’s your prerogative to share 
it with the world. Whether 
half your head is shaved or 
you have a plaid shirt collec-
tion large enough to rival that 
of any lumberjack, you’ll be as 
welcomed on campus in quiet 
courtyards as you will be at the 
Vinyl Café on Kellogg Avenue.
The Smart One
These days it’s hard to find 
a good pocket protector, but 
that’s not really a problem for 
you since you know it’s easy to 
dress smartly in clean and neat 
staples rather than covering 
yourself in the pleated, high-
waisted pants of yore.
Between studying at 
Coover Hall and weekly meet-
ings at your dorm where you 
act as your floor’s treasurer, 
it’s hard to balance homework 
time and a social life while still 
spending that extra moment to 
add a little flair to your basics. 
However, with a little time 
management, even shopping 
for that departmental dance 
can be made into a science.
The Athlete
There are a few reasons so 
many students go to the Lied 
Recreation Center: endor-
phins, strength-building and, 
probably the most relevant, 
looking good. But whatever 
your motivation for those 
Pilates classes or extra reps, 
there are a few names for you: 
jock, stud or elliptical queen. 
Dressing for class often means 
just throwing on a pair of 
sweats over some basketball 
shorts, but your energetic na-
ture and most likely stunning 
physique sometimes can put 
the clothes as a second prior-
ity. Just remember, it’s not the 
1990s anymore, and wearing 
just that sports bra will make 
you look like Sporty Spice. You 
have been cautioned.
Style
Accessories to update a drab wardrobe
By Angela.Christianson 
ISD Style writer
Fashion
What your clothes say about you
By Ian Laughead 
ISD Style writer
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Jerusha Cascione browses through a clothing rack at The Loft 
in downtown Ames. Regardless of their style, all students can 
find expressive clothes in and around Ames.
The Best
College Job
You’ll Ever Have
The Iowa State Daily has  
immediate openings in its  
editorial department.  
Learn lifelong skills and have  
fun doing it as a reporter,  
photographer, videographer,  
designer, copy editor and  
opinion columnist.
Call Today!
       515.294.4815
Apply at 108 Hamilton Hall  
or visit www.iowastatedaily.com  
to download an application.
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93 Men’s basketball
94 Women’s basketball
95 Track and field
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 Hockey
 
 
97 Baseball
 Gymnastics
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99 Tennis
File photo: Iowa State Daily
The field stands empty at Jack Trice Stadium before the game against Oklahoma State Nov. 18, 2011. Several hours later, the 
field was filled with students and fans celebrating the win over No. 2 Oklahoma State. Iowa State won with a score of 37-31.
File photo: Iowa State Daily
After beating the Kansas Jayhawks 72-64, the ISU men’s 
basketball team celebrates as Cyclone fans storm the court  
in celebration.
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By thenumbers
14,356 The number of seats that Hilton Coliseum holds when in full use. 
The Cyclones use Hilton 
for both men’s and 
women’s basketball, 
volleyball, gymnastics, 
and wrestling.
56,795 The largest crowd at Jack Trice Stadium, home of the ISU football 
team. The record crowd 
stems from a game on 
Sept. 8, 2007, against 
Northern Iowa. During 
the 2011-12 season, the 
Cyclones drew more 
than 50,000 fans to all 
six home contests for the 
first time in ISU history.
23
The number of games won by the 
men’s basketball team during the 
2011-12 season, with second-year head 
coach Fred Hoiberg leading the team. 
The Cyclones advanced to the NCAA 
Tournament as a No. 8 seed, beating 
UConn in their first game.
16 Total number of men’s and women’s varsity teams at Iowa State, including six men’s teams and 10 women’s teams.
13 NCAA championships won by Iowa State. The titles have come in wrestling (8), men’s cross-country (2) and men’s 
gymnastics (3), which is no longer a 
sport at Iowa State.
150 Number of victories by the volley-ball team under head coach Christy Johnson-Lynch. She has coached 
the team since 2005.
9 How many conference opponents the Cyclones will face during the 2012-13 athletic year. Despite the loss of 
both Missouri and Texas A&M to the 
Southeastern Conference, the Big 12 
added Texas Christian and West Virginia.
Snackpak Meal 
Starting 
Under
Culver’s of Ames, IA 525 Gilchrist Ave. 
Ames, IA 50010
Phone: 515-233-1760
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
$4
Free scoop of custard!
Text culvers230 to 50101
Students get 10% off 
when they show their 
student/faculty ID card
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Sportsmanship
In my four years at Iowa State, I’ve at-
tended my fair share of Cyclone sports 
events. At each of those events, I’ve wit-
nessed plenty of Cyclone fans who are in-
telligent, passionate and even clever.
But as at every sporting event across 
the country, there are invariably those 
fans who ruin things for the rest. So for 
those incoming freshmen and transfer 
students, here are a few things not to do 
when you attend a game during your time 
as an ISU student.
Curse loudly and often
I don’t want to be your mom, but hon-
estly, if you have to lower yourself to the f-
word or any of the other seven dirty words 
you can’t say on television, you aren’t try-
ing hard enough. Part of the fun of being a 
fan is heckling the opponent, but simply 
shouting profanities is childish and easy.
Cursing loudly and often only makes 
you look bad, and makes those around you 
uncomfortable. I promise.
Trash the officials
This time-honored tradition is defi-
nitely not limited to Iowa State, but over 
the course of the last few years, blaming 
officials for the Cyclones’ problems has 
become commonplace. Trust me: just 
because a call didn’t go Iowa State’s way 
doesn’t make the call wrong or mean the 
official is out to get the Cyclones.
If you’ve ever reffed a game you know 
just how difficult and pressure-packed it 
is. They know the game much better than 
you do. They spend way more time study-
ing the rules than you could ever hope to 
study for your classes.
Yes, there are some calls that are bad 
and I’m not saying to accept every single 
thing the refs do. But don’t be the guy or 
girl that is constantly starting the “Ref, you 
suck!” chant every time a call goes against 
the Cyclones.
Coach the team from the stands
As much as you hope you might be one 
day, you aren’t Paul Rhoads, Fred Hoiberg 
or Bill Fennelly. They know what they’re 
doing, so let them do it. Shouting from the 
stands to Scott Christopherson to play a 
certain way is simply annoying.
And I promise you they either don’t 
hear you or aren’t listening to you. Think 
about that for a second. Do you really think 
those players are going to listen to some-
one who’s never played in Division I or 
been a coach in Division I? Not a chance. 
So spare those around you and leave your 
coaching theories at home.
Be so drunk you can’t stand or 
speak clearly
Don’t get me wrong, I’m in no way dis-
couraging drinking in general. Tailgating 
is something that Iowa State holds near 
and dear to its heart, and something Iowa 
Staters have become pretty good at.
But if you’re literally leaning on those 
around you and causing a scene, no one 
wants to be near you. Drinking an entire 
bottle of Southern Comfort before the 
game doesn’t make you cool, and nei-
ther does leaving it on the ground or the 
bleachers.
So yes, by all means, tailgate and have a 
great time. Just stay in the tailgate lots or 
in your yard if you can’t stand up straight.
These are just a few of the things I’ve 
noticed and couldn’t stand while at games 
myself. There are plenty other things fans 
do that annoy those around you, but the 
bottom line of it all is that people in at-
tendance simply want to have a good time. 
Being the person who ruins that for others 
is far from desirable.
Go to games, and have a great time. 
Give yourself a reputation as a fan that 
makes others happy you’re at the game 
with them.
Don’t be a sports fan 
nobody wants around
By Jeremiah Davis 
Daily staff writer
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Members of Cyclone Alley celebrate a 3-pointer that gave the Cyclones the lead over Baylor in the second half of the game 
March 3 at Hilton Coliseum. Cyclone Alley is the official student section at Cyclone basketball games.
Think you know about the zodiac,  
cherry pies, and Lancelot & Elaine? 
Put your cyclone knowledge to the test and  
enter to win a back-to-school survival kit!
1. What is the name of the ISU president?
2. Name all of Iowa State’s colleges:
3. What is the name of the Ames Mall?
4. Who is the Men’s basketball coach?
5. Name the four campus dining centers:
6. What is the name of the Main Street Store  
   that sells fabric and sewing material?
7. According to legend, what happens if you  
   step on the zodiac at the Memorial Union? 
8. What Ames restaurant offers Irish cuisine? 
Submit your responses online at www.iowastatedaily.com.  
Winners will be announced at the start of school and will be featured  
in the Iowa State Daily Newspaper. 
Test Your College Knowledge
Sponsored by the University Book Store, Dogtown and Iowa State Daily
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RENT today
University Towers
www.universitytowersames.com
The Best View 
    is at the Top!
515.292.2236
rent@universitytowersames.com
HURRY!
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Women’s cross-country
Last year’s team earned an eighth-place 
finish at nationals. The finish was in part 
due to the trio of Betsy Saina, Meaghan 
Nelson and Dani Stack, who all finished in 
the top 30 to become All-Americans.
Stack has finished all her years of eli-
gibility for cross-country, but Saina and 
Nelson will be returning this fall.
“We return two All-Americans, and 
those two have gotten a lot better since 
cross-country,” said coach Corey Ihmels.
Saina earned a first-place finish in the 
5,000-meter at the Indoor Track and Field 
Championships. 
As of May 4, she has the world’s best 
outdoor 10,000-meter time this year with 
31:15:97. 
Nelson also earned the top third colle-
giate 10,000-meter time in the nation.
Ihmels said stepping up next season 
will be sophomore Morgan Casey and red-
shirt freshman Katy Moen. 
“We want to improve on our seventh-
place finish,” Ihmels said. “We want to be 
in the top six. I think that’s the next step.”
Men’s cross-country
The men had a disappointing finish to 
last year’s season when they did not qual-
ify to race at nationals. 
Last year’s men’s team was made up of 
young, inexperienced runners. The team 
has gained experience and is only losing 
one runner in senior Rico Loy, who has 
completed his cross-country eligibility.
“There’s not much expected out of 
them,” Ihmels said. “I think we’ve got a 
crew that’s coming back that can get to na-
tionals and wants to make some noise at 
the conference level.”
Next year’s potential leaders will be 
sophomore Martin Coolidge and fresh-
man Edward Kemboi, both of whom had 
successful seasons last year. 
“This groups got the leadership and the 
potential athletically to get to nationals,” 
Ihmels said.
Cross-country
Teams race to improve next year
By Caitlyn.Diimig 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Dani Stack, left, and Meaghan Nelson 
run the 5,000-meter of the Feb. 11 ISU 
Classic at Lied Recreation. The pair 
finished fourth and third, respectively.
Call now to book
an appointment!
515-232-2235
Featuring
323 Main Street
Ames, IA 50010
Students, Faculty, & Faculty receive 
10% off any service with ISU ID!
20% off New Client Discount*
Valid with this coupon*
GET AN AWESOME VIEW FROM OUR OFFICE TOO.
Air Force ROTC www.airforce.iastate.edu 515-294-1716
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Golf
Departing seniors leave big holes to fill
Men’s golf
With the school year end-
ing and spring sports coming 
to a close, the ISU men’s and 
women’s golf teams are look-
ing forward to continuing its 
success next year.
Coach Andrew Tank has 
eight years of experience be-
ing the assistant coach at the 
Minnesota. While an assistant 
coach, Tank was a part of many 
Big Ten titles.
Tank said he plans on 
bringing many titles to Iowa 
State, having already accom-
plished a first place title at the 
Bridgestone Golf Collegiate in 
Greensboro, N.C., in his second 
year as coach.
The men’s team only lost 
one senior, Nate McCoy, who 
has been a leader on the team 
and will be a hole the team is 
going to have to fill. The re-
turning starters, however, in-
clude Scott Fernandez, Sam 
Daley and Borja Virto.
The team will have to re-
place McCoy and hopefully 
find another player to fill in 
its fifth spot, which has been 
a struggle this past year. If the 
team is able to do this, it will be 
looking at another year of high 
competition and a solid year.
Women’s golf
Coach Christie Martens 
has eight years of experience 
with the Cyclones. In 2010, 
Martens signed a contract ex-
tension to coach the ISU wom-
en’s golf team through 2015.
Assistant coach Pina 
Gentile has five years of ex-
perience with Iowa State and 
has been a part of all three 
back-to-back NCAA Regional 
appearances.
The women’s team is 
also only losing one senior at 
the end of this year, Kristin 
Paulson, who has been the 
leader of the team for the past 
few years. Her spot will not be 
an easy one to fill.
Returning starters will be 
Punpaka Phuntumabamrung, 
Prima Thammaraks, Sasikarn 
On-Iam and Chonlada 
Chayanun.
With having to replace 
Paulson, the team is fortunate 
to have had a solid rotation of 
five players throughout the 
season. With Paulson having 
an impact on the team, some-
one will have to step up into 
the leader role.
Both teams practice at 
the Veenker Memorial Golf 
Course. During the cold win-
ters in Iowa, the golf teams 
are fortunate to have Veenker, 
which has a driving range that 
allows the teams to hit golf 
balls all year long.
“It is an important part 
of our offseason being able 
to practice there,” Tank said. 
“The ability to hit golf balls 365 
days of the year is huge for us 
to compete against the south-
ern schools.”
By Erik.Hendricks 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of ISU Athletics
Home football games will 
continue to be one of the main 
attractions for students this 
fall, a year removed from what 
many considered to be the 
most exciting season for ISU 
football in years.
Last season, Iowa State’s 
six home games averaged 
an attendance of more than 
50,000 for the first time in 
school history, with the games 
against Northern Iowa, Iowa 
and Texas all overtaking each 
other, respectively, as the sec-
ond-highest attended game in 
school history.
Students stormed the field 
after upset overtime victories 
against Iowa (Sept. 10) and 
Oklahoma State (Nov. 18) — 
the latter was televised during 
ESPN’s primetime.
This season, the team will 
host seven opponents — four 
of which (No. 13 Baylor, No. 15 
Kansas State, No. 16 Oklahoma 
and No. 17 West Virginia) fin-
ished in the final AP Top 25 
poll last season — for the first 
time since 2010.
“Any time you get a chance 
to play more games at Jack 
Trice Stadium than you do on 
the road, it’s a positive to be-
gin with,” said ISU coach Paul 
Rhoads in February. “We’re 
anxious and excited about that 
opportunity, especially in the 
league having five home games 
compared to four on the road.”
Iowa State will also be 
playing Texas Christian and 
West Virginia for the first time 
ever as conference opponents 
this season. The Cyclones will 
play TCU Oct. 6 in Fort Worth, 
Texas, and host West Virginia 
in their first-ever matchup for 
the season finale on Nov. 24.
After finishing 6-7 last sea-
son following their 27-13 loss 
to Rutgers in the Pinstripe 
Bowl, the Cyclones’ biggest 
question for August is who 
will be starting at quarterback 
between Jared Barnett, Steele 
Jantz and Sam Richardson.
Rhoads said despite 
Richardson’s progression 
through spring, he is still be-
hind Barnett and Jantz — both 
of whom shared starting duties 
last season — in the race for the 
No. 1 spot at quarterback.
Running backs James 
White and Jeff Woody will be 
returning, having split most 
of the ball-carrying duties last 
season. Senior receiver Josh 
Lenz is another key returning 
starter, having amassed 510 
receiving yards last season — 
the most of any returning of-
fensive player.
On defense, linebackers 
Jake Knott and A.J. Klein will 
anchor the unit in what will 
be their senior season at Iowa 
State. Knott and Klein have 
combined for nearly 25 per-
cent of the team’s total tackles 
the past two seasons.
Safety Jacques 
Washington and cornerback 
Jeremy Reeves are the return-
ing starters on the defensive 
secondary, while nose tackle 
Jake McDonough is the only 
returning starter on the defen-
sive line.
The Cyclones’ first game 
will be on Sept. 1 when they 
host Tulsa. Kickoff time will be 
determined at a later date.
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Football
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Quarterback Jared Barnett, right, hands the ball off to running back James White during Iowa State’s annual spring game at 
Jack Trice Stadium. The Cardinal team beat the Gold team 13-7.
2011 victories
build energy 
for fall play 
File photo: Iowa State Daily
ISU coach Paul Rhoads spurs on his defense after a forced 
Rutgers’ field goal attempt during the 2011 Pinstripe Bowl. 
Iowa State lost an early lead to the Rutgers, who won 27-13.
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
126 South 3rd • 232-3669 • www.bikeworldiowa.com
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Athletics
Hilton Magic — After the 
Cyclones beat No. 3 Missouri 
on Feb. 14, 1989, a sportswriter 
for the Des Moines Register, 
Buck Turnbull, headlined an 
article, “Hilton Magic Spells 
‘Upset’ One More Time.” The 
moniker “Hilton Magic” would 
take off from there.
When former Cyclone 
Fred Hoiberg returned to Iowa 
State to coach in April 2010, 
he called for the return of the 
“magic” of previous years. As 
the Cyclones knocked off two 
top-10 teams at Hilton during 
the 2011-12 season, Hoiberg 
saw that hope come to life.
“I definitely saw the return 
of Hilton Magic this past sea-
son,” Hoiberg said in an earlier 
interview the Daily. “Our fans 
were a huge part of the suc-
cess we had. The Kansas and 
Baylor games were special see-
ing the fans rush the court.”
Cy — Since Sept. 28, 
1895, Iowa State has been 
the Cyclones. After the ISU 
football team scored 36 un-
answered points against 
Northwestern University, a 
sportswriter for the Chicago 
Tribune wrote:
“Struck by a Cyclone … 
Northwestern might as well 
have tried to play football with 
an Iowa cyclone as with the 
Iowa team it met yesterday. At 
the end of 50 minute’s play the 
big husky farmers from Iowa’s 
Agricultural College had rolled 
up 36 points, while 15 yard line 
was the nearest Northwestern 
got to Iowa’s goal.”
In October 1954, the mas-
cot Cy was unveiled as a cardi-
nal, in reference to the school’s 
colors of cardinal and gold.
Celebrate cardinal, gold traditions
File photo: Nicole Wiegand/Iowa State Daily
A member of the Cyclone Pep Band “shuffles” with Cy to 
“Party Rock Anthem” by LMFAO during the Feb. 18 game in 
Hilton Coliseum.
By Alex.Halsted 
@iowastatedaily.com
Print PDF Website
iPhone App Android App iPad Edition Tablet Edition
www.facebook.com/iowastatedaily www.twitter.com/iowastatedaily
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The head swimming coach is Duane 
Sorenson, who has been a fixture at Iowa 
State, coaching the team for 16 seasons. 
Sorenson has compiled a 84-70 (.545) 
record during his time coaching the 
Cyclones.
Sorenson is accompanied by diving 
coach Jeff Warrick who has been the head 
coach of the divers for 14 years. Warrick 
has coached 31 Cyclone men’s and wom-
en’s divers to the NCAA Zone Diving 
Championships.
The swimmers will be led by Imelda 
Wistey, a former transfer from Grinnell. 
Wistey made her ISU debut and shined 
in her first season as a Cyclone, compet-
ing in the 200 medley relay, 200 free re-
lay, 200 IM, 400 medley relay, 100 breast, 
200 breast and 400 free relay at the Big 12 
Championships.
Wistey finished eighth in the 100-me-
ter breast at the Big 12 Championships 
with a time of 1:01.97, moving her to third 
in the event in school history and tying her 
for the team lead with 22 event wins on the 
season (14 individual, eight relay).
The divers will be led by Jessica 
Henderson who finished 36th on 1-meter 
and 39th on 3-meter at the NCAA Zone D 
Diving Championships. 
Henderson set a new career high in 
on 3-meter last season and will be a team 
captain for the 2012-13 season. Last sea-
son was the first year Henderson was able 
qualify for Zone.
The women’s swimming and diving 
team practices and competes at Beyer 
Hall.
Iowa State has traditionally struggled 
in conference play, having never fin-
ished higher than fourth in the Big 12 
tournament.
Last season, the Cyclones finished last 
at the Big 12 Championships, scoring a to-
tal of only 328 points — 104 points behind 
the next closest team.
The upcoming season marks a new 
chapter for the Cyclones as the new con-
ference realignment will take effect, and 
Texas Christian and West Virginia will 
enter the Big 12 conference.
A trip to the Elite Eight last 
year marks the second in four 
years and the sixth straight 
trip to the NCAA Tournament 
for the Cyclones under coach 
Christy Johnson-Lynch.
The Cyclones finished the 
season 25-6 and second in the 
Big 12, going 13-3. It was only 
the second time in ISU history 
the volleyball team recorded 
25 wins.
The ISU volleyball team 
has been one of the best and 
most consistent programs 
at Iowa State during the past 
decade. Behind the lead of 
Christy Johnson-Lynch, the 
Cyclones have a combined re-
cord of 150-73 (.673).
Last year was another 
banner year for Iowa State. 
Setter Alison Landwehr was 
named an American Volleyball 
Coaches Association first-
team All-American. Senior 
outside hitter Carly Jenson 
finished her career earning 
the honor of second-team All-
American while libero Kristen 
Hahn and middle blocker 
Jamie Straube were named 
All-American honorable 
mentions.
As for Big 12 awards, the 
Cyclones were up and down 
the roster of top honors. Libero 
Kristen Hahn was named 
the Big 12 Libero of the Year 
as only a sophomore and in 
her first year of starting. On 
the Big 12 first team, Straube, 
Landwehr and Jenson were all 
unanimous selections.
Coming into the 2012 
season, Iowa State is adding 
seven freshmen — including 
four top-50 recruits, three 
Under Armour All-Americans 
and two junior national’s 
champions. 
For one of the bright spots 
in ISU athletics, the future cer-
tainly looks even brighter.
Swimming and diving
Volleyball
New season opens new chapters
Top honors make 2011-12 a banner year
By Travis.Cammon 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Dean.Berhow-Goll 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Yue Wu/Iowa State Daily
Christy Johnson-Lynch, head coach of volleyball team, watches her team during training April 
9 at Hilton Coliseum.
Trip to Elite Eight 
shows talent 
among players
Back to school...
or somewhere, anywhere, you’d rather go.
We’ll give you a ride to or from the DSM airport, so you can get back to the books. 
In air-conditioned vans, at affordable rates, without the worries of high gas prices, 
parking or traffic. Schedule your ride today.
ExecutiveExpress.biz  |  888.522.9899
28949_EE_School_DSM7x5New.indd   1 5/7/12   4:18 PM
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Wrestling
Young team gains experience 
with new season’s recruits
For a team with eight national cham-
pionships to its history, a 4-13 dual record 
is far from the most ideal season outcome.
That outcome, however, was real-
ity for the ISU wrestling team during the 
2011-12 season. 
There was some upside for the team, 
though, as a total of 10 wrestlers who hit 
the mat throughout the season were clas-
sified as true or redshirt freshmen.
When the Cyclones get back on the 
mat for the upcoming 2012-13 season, 
those wrestlers will do so with more ex-
perience and a few new highly touted 
teammates.
One of those teammates will be John 
Meeks, a four-time high school champion 
WRESTLING.p93 >>
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Redshirt freshman Ryak Finch competes against Virginia Tech’s Ty Mitch on Jan. 13 
at Hilton Coliseum. Finch beat Mitch 2-0.
By Alex.Halsted 
@iowastatedaily.com
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from Des Moines Roosevelt 
who capped off a 168-0 prep 
career earlier this year at the 
state tournament.
“I think this class is a spe-
cial class,” said ISU wrestling 
coach Kevin Jackson, who 
will be entering his fourth sea-
son at the helm. “Especially 
when you consider Destin 
McCauley being part of that 
group as well.”
McCauley is the second big 
coup for Jackson.
After being the No. 1 recruit 
in the nation when he finished 
his senior year at Apple Valley 
High School in Minnesota, 
McCauley decided to take a 
year off to train for the United 
State’s 2012 Olympic wres-
tling team before heading to 
Wisconsin.
But McCauley with-
drew his intent to wrestle at 
Wisconsin. 
When coach Jackson an-
nounced his incoming 2012 
class, McCauley’s name was 
included.
“He’s ready to step right 
in and perform at the very 
highest level,” Jackson said of 
McCauley at the time. “For us 
to actually capture an athlete 
like Destin shows that our 
program is moving in the right 
direction.”
If and when Meeks, 
McCauley and the remaining 
incoming recruits step on the 
mat next season, along with 
their new teammates, they’ll 
see a new conference oppo-
nent, too.
The Big 12 Conference will 
for sure have four members 
for wrestling in the upcoming 
season including Iowa State, 
Oklahoma State, Oklahoma 
and, the newest addition, West 
Virginia.
Prior to his first meet in a 
cardinal and gold singlet, red-
shirt freshman Ryak Finch 
spoke highly of the ISU wres-
tling tradition.
“If you look at the greats 
that have worn this singlet 
and wrestled for Iowa State, 
it’s a huge honor,” Finch said 
before  his first meet. “I’m just 
really excited after a long year 
of redshirting to finally strap 
it on and just make sure I’m 
keeping the tradition alive.”
When the young team 
steps back on the mat for the 
upcoming season, they will 
give it another try.
>>WRESTLING.p92
Men’s basketball
Coaches shoot to fill void after departures
After seven years of 
no postseason berths, the 
ISU men’s basketball team 
returned to the NCAA 
Tournament in 2011-12 on the 
strength of the play of forward 
Royce White.
Now, moving into 2012-
13, the team loses White, who 
declared for the NBA draft in 
April, as well as guards Scott 
Christopherson and Chris 
Allen, players who played a key 
role in the Big 12 conference 
schedule and postseason play.
To help fill the void, coach 
Fred Hoiberg recruited for-
mer Michigan State point 
guard Korie Lucious, as well 
as former Utah forward Will 
Clyburn to transfer in and 
potentially fill the roles that 
the outgoing seniors filled in 
2011-12. 
Add to that highly-touted 
recruit Georges Niang, and the 
Cyclones are hoping to pick up 
right where they left off.
Hoiberg and his staff have 
said repeatedly they are build-
ing towards something big, 
and should the team continue 
the success it had in 2011-12, 
the coach and his staff believe 
it is possible.
If new students weren’t 
aware, the Cyclones play their 
games in Hilton Coliseum, the 
home of “Hilton Magic,” which 
many believe returned this 
season. 
The “Magic” refers to the 
effect the Hilton crowd has on 
the games, as evidenced by up-
sets of then-No. 5 Kansas, and 
then-No. 9 Baylor.
Students hoping to pur-
chase student season tickets 
for men’s basketball will need 
to purchase them in a bundle 
with football tickets, at a cost 
of $249.
By Jeremiah Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Tim Reuter/Iowa State Daily
Head coach Kevin Jackson cheers on the wrestling team 
during the Beauty and the Beast competition Jan. 21, 2011. 
Iowa State fell to Oklahoma with a score of 33-7.
File Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Chris Allen, left, and Melvin Ejim take a timeout in Iowa State’s Feb. 18 game vs. Oklahoma at 
Hilton Coliseum. Allen is one player from 2011-12 who will not return for the new season.
The Greenlee School welcomes
 Jane Fritsch
As a reporter for the New York Times,
Jane Fritsch contributed to
“A Nation Challenged,”
the Times September 11th
coverage that was
awarded the Pulitzer Prize.
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ISU women’s basketball 
coach Bill Fennelly is statisti-
cally one of the most success-
ful coaches to coach in Ames, 
Iowa. When the Cyclones 
started the Big 12 conference 
season 0-5 last year, there were 
doubts that the team would 
earn a berth to the postseason.
After a second-half turn-
around and just two losses 
in the month of February, 
the team advanced to its 
sixth-consecutive NCAA 
Tournament.
Fennelly enters his 25th 
season at the helm, after fin-
ishing 18-13 last year and has 
just one losing season out of 
the previous 24.
Senior Chelsea Poppens 
returns following her breakout 
season in her junior campaign. 
The Applington, Iowa, native 
averaged 14.2 points per game 
and 10.6 rebounds en route 
to her unanimous All-Big 
12 First Team selection and 
All-America honorable men-
tion honors. She also led the 
conference in rebounds over 
Baylor’s NCAA Player of the 
Year, Brittney Griner.
Iowa State also will return 
All-Big 12 Freshman Team 
point guard Nikki Moody, who 
averaged 10 points per game 
and set the Iowa State assists 
record with 133. 
Along with Moody and 
Poppens, the Cyclones return 
the other two posts in junior 
Hallie Christofferson, who av-
eraged 10.2 points per game, 
and senior Anna Prins, who 
averaged almost eight points 
per game and puled down 109 
rebounds.
The new season’s Cyclones 
will be without last year’s se-
niors Lauren Mansfield and 
Chassidy Cole.
Iowa State’s season opens 
in November with all home 
games being played at Hilton 
Coliseum. Tickets can be pur-
chased individually, but for 
those who enjoy wrestling, vol-
leyball or gymnastics as well, 
the $30 Cy’s Pass allows for 
admission into all four sports.
Women’s basketball
Fennelly enters 25th year as coach
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Iowa State Daily 
Guard Nikki Moody cheers her teammates on from courtside 
during the Nov. 20 game against Northern Arizona. The 
Cyclones defeated the Lumberjacks with a score of 65-41.
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Men’s track and field
The 2012-13 academic year at Iowa 
State will not only bring a new class of 
track and field athletes but also a brand-
new track and field facility located near 
Wallace and Wilson residence halls and 
the Southwest Athletic Complex.
ISU track and field was without its 
own facility due to the demolition of 
the old track in the Southwest Athletic 
Complex and was relocated to the Ames 
High School track to share practices with 
its track and field team. 
That, however, is in the past as Iowa 
State’s new facility will be finished in time 
for next season.
“It’s exciting to get a new facility,” said 
coach Corey Ihmels in March. “Anytime 
you get anything new, you’re going to be 
excited about it, and I think ... it’s going to 
be a first class facility.”
Since arriving at Iowa State in 2005, 
Athletics Director Jamie Pollard has over-
seen many facility upgrades at Iowa State 
including the Sukup Basketball Facility, 
the new football offices scheduled to be 
completed in the fall of 2012 and now the 
new track facility. 
Ihmels said everything Pollard has 
overseen since arriving at Iowa State has 
been first-class, and that is what he ex-
pects the track facility to be as well.
“It’s just exciting for us to have a facil-
ity that we can call our own and host an 
outdoor meet and eventually host a con-
ference meet,” Ihmels said. “It’s some-
thing that we can take recruits to when it’s 
brand-new and shiny and that helps.”
The track and field facility will also be 
spectator-friendly with seating to sup-
port a large crowd for Cyclone track and 
field meets to support returning runners 
such as seniors Daniel Gruber and Ian 
Warner as well as junior standout Edward 
Kemboi.
Next season, the ISU women’s 
track and field team will be headed 
by coach Corey Ihmels. Ihmels will 
be in his sixth year of coaching the 
track program at Iowa State.
Ihmels has a variety of coaches 
that help him maintain the program. 
Such individuals include: assistant 
coach and distance coach Travis 
Hartke, sprints and hurdles coach 
Nate Wiens, multi-events and jumps 
coach Pete Herber, throwing coach 
Grant Wall, and volunteer coaches 
Kristy Popp and Benji Wetli.
The headline for the women’s 
indoor season was distance runner 
Betsy Saina winning the women’s 
5,000-meter run at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships. Meaghan Nelson 
and Dani Stack also were competi-
tors at the national competition.
During the outdoor season, the 
women’s track and field team spent 
its time and effort training for the 
Olympic Trails in June. While the 
trials were not the only things the 
runners were striving for, it was a 
universal goal among the athletes.
The women were ranked numer-
ous times within the top-25 national 
polls and even ranked as high as 14th 
at one point.
The women’s team has a focused 
and hungry mindset going into the 
2012-13 season. Most runners are 
part of the ISU cross-country team, 
therefore athletes plan to stay in 
shape transitioning from one sport 
to another.
The ISU women’s track and field 
team has a long line of history, rang-
ing from conference championships 
to national champions.
New track facility builds excitement
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State 
Daily
Women’s track and field
Runners race toward universal goals
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Ian Warner
Running his final season in an Iowa State 
uniform in 2013 will be senior Ian Warner. 
Warner, a native of Markham, Ontario, 
proved to be a strong asset to the Cyclone 
sprinters in the 2012 indoor and outdoor 
seasons. During the indoor season, Warner 
ran personal best times in the 60- meter 
dash (6.70) and the 200- meter dash (21.47). 
Both personal bests came at the Bill Bergan 
Invitational at the ISU indoor track facility at 
Lied Recreation Center. At the Big 12 Indoor 
Track and Field Championship in College 
Station, Texas, Warner garnered All-Big 12 
honors finishing third in the 60- meter dash 
and seventh in the 200- meter dash.
During the outdoor season, Warner has 
once again been a steady competitor for 
the Cyclones. At the Big 12 Outdoor Track 
and Field Championship in Manhattan, Kan., 
Warner placed fourth in the 100- meter 
dash with a personal best time of 10.13 
seconds. That time ranks him second in 
Iowa State history for pure time in that 
event. Warner qualified for the NCAA West 
Regional in the 100- meter dash as well as 
the 200- meter dash and in the 4x100 meter 
relay.
Warner will be back again for Iowa State in 
2013 and appears to be hitting his stride at 
the right time setting himself up for a strong 
senior campaign for the Cyclones.
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The ISU hockey team 
is led to the ice by coach Al 
Murdoch, who will be enter-
ing his 44th season at Iowa 
State this fall. 
Murdoch is the only col-
lege-level hockey coach with 
more than 1,000 wins to his 
name.
Last season was supposed 
to be a “rebuilding year” for 
the Cyclones as they had a lot 
of young talent join the team 
after losing five seniors from 
the year before.
Despite planning for a re-
building year, the Cyclones 
made the ACHA national 
tournament after missing out 
on the tournament for the 
first time in the history of the 
team  during the previous sea-
son and finished the season 
ranked No. 11.
The Cyclones were helped 
on the scoreboard last season 
in large part by their young tal-
ent — the top four scorers on 
the team were freshmen and 
sophomores.
Freshman J.P. Kascsak led 
the team in scoring with 25 
goals and 19 assists for a total 
of 44 points. 
James Buttermore, also a 
freshman, scored 18 goals and 
had 23 assists for a total of 41 
points. 
Sophomore Jon Feavel had 
20 goals and 20 assists for a to-
tal of 40 points in the 2011-12 
season.
After losing just one senior 
from last season — former 
captain Brian Rooney — the 
Cyclones have a lot of the same 
young talent coming back for 
the 2012-13 season.
The Cyclones play their 
home games Friday and 
Saturday nights at the Ames/
ISU Ice Arena between 
September and March.
For Cyclone fans who do not want to 
spend the big bucks to see the football or 
basketball teams play, the ISU soccer team 
is a cheap alternative.
Coach Wendy Dillinger enters her fifth 
season at the helm, and with new assistant 
coach Tony Minatta, the team prepares 
for another season but with a new home.
The Cyclones have played their previ-
ous seasons at the ISU Soccer Complex 
behind the Lied Recreation Center. This 
August, Dillinger and company move to 
the Cyclone Sports Complex outside the 
Wallace and Wilson residence halls.
Missouri and Texas A&M left the 
conference during the realignment this 
past year, but Texas Christian and West 
Virginia bring in new competition that 
will give the Big 12 soccer scene a new 
look.
The ISU team returns four of its top-
five scorers from 2011, including former 
walk-on Jennifer Dominguez. Dominguez 
finished with five goals last season, with 
Brittany Morgan and Kaeli Flaska each 
finishing with four.
Iowa State returns all of its players 
with the exception of four graduating se-
niors. Mary Kate McLaughlin and Emily 
Hejlik are two of those four and were four-
year starters for the cardinal and gold.
All four graduating seniors leave holes 
in the roster that the younger players will 
need to fill.
McLaughlin is one who always made 
her presence known on the field and her 
aggressive style of play will be missed. 
However, with a 25-player roster, Dillinger 
said she has someone in mind who might 
be able to fill the void.
“Ashley Johnson is the player we re-
cruited to replace Mary Kate, to fill her 
shoes,” Dillinger said after the team’s fi-
nal game last season. “She’s got great size, 
good presence. She’s strong; she’s solid. 
She has all the tools to do that job so we’re 
going to spend the spring developing her 
and getting her ready to take over that role 
in the fall.”
Admission is free to the games and oc-
casionally there are promotional freebies 
for those who  attend.
Soccer
Players welcome changes 
in Big 12, freshmen recruits
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Jennifer Dominguez was one of the Cyclone’s top scorers during the 2011 season. 
She finished the season with five goals. Her fellow top scorers include Brittany 
Morgan and Kaeli Flaska, each of whom finished with four.
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
Hockey
A ‘rebuilding year’ proves successful 
By Clint.Cole 
@iowastatedaily.com
The ISU Club Baseball 
team plays at Cap Timm Field, 
right next to the softball sta-
dium. Current coach is Aaron 
Hinnah is a senior and will be 
replaced by an experienced 
player next season.
The team will gradu-
ate four seniors: Aaron Ruff, 
Phil Johnson, Ben Butler and 
Hinnah. Reliance on camara-
derie has been key this season.
“We are looking to com-
plete a transformation process 
from old to the new,” Hinnah 
said. “Last year we struggled 
with poor work ethic and 
bad attitudes, but we have al-
ready begun taking the proper 
strides to be competitive right 
away this year.”
Youth has proved to be in-
strumental to success as well.
“We are probably one of 
the youngest teams in the 
[National Club Baseball 
Association] this year and this 
is to our advantage,” Hinnah 
said. “With a fresh start, young 
talent and an interminable 
amount of energy, we will turn 
a lot of heads this season.”
The squad competes in the 
NCBA — a national athletic 
association, like the NCAA for 
college athletes. A “club” team 
is the same as a Division I var-
sity sport, except the baseball 
team is not funded through the 
athletic department.
Club teams form in two 
ways — one is lack of funding 
to field a team or due to the 
Title IX restrictions, as was 
the case with Iowa State. The 
other way club teams form 
is when schools that have a 
varsity team choose to field 
a second team, such as the 
University of Iowa.
The Cyclones com-
pete in the Mid-America-
North Conference, consist-
ing of Iowa, South Dakota, 
Northern Iowa and Minnesota 
State-Mankato. 
The team that wins con-
ference qualifies for a regional 
against another conference 
winner. The champion of the 
regional will go on to the club 
World Series.
New additions of Daniel 
Clements, Dillan Dwyer, Adam 
Fichter, Austin Fichter, Mitch 
Gerber, Dalton Hauer, Josh 
Hetzler, Spencer Maroo, Kyle 
Martin, Cody Rickard, Adam 
Schmidt, Kyle Tegeler, Kyle 
Tjossem.
Nick Wells will be looked 
upon to help lead the team next 
season.
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Baseball
Iowa State is experiencing chang-
es in sports due to the Big 12 confer-
ence changes during the past few 
years.
For gymnastics, scheduling and 
competition do not have as big of an 
impact. 
In this sport, scoring big points 
is more heavily emphasized rather 
than winning and losing.
Iowa State may be without ri-
vals Nebraska and Missouri on the 
schedule next year, but that will not 
stop the team from facing tough 
competition. 
Coach Jay Ronayne is looking 
forward to facing former six-time na-
tional champion UCLA.
“If you compete against great 
competition, it helps your team get 
better,” Ronayne said. “Next year 
we’re going to some places we don’t 
normally go.”
Returning one junior, six sopho-
mores, one freshman and bringing in 
six recruits in 2012, the team can use 
the experience.
ISU gymnastics may be losing 
three of its top senior performers, but 
the bounceback should not take long.
Former team captain Michelle 
Browning has been a leader of the 
team since she came to campus and 
losing that leadership will be hard to 
replace. However, Browning said she 
is not worried about how the team 
will do without her and the other 
seniors.
The ISU coaches’ resumes are 
endless, along with a returning co-
captain in Elizabeth Stranahan and a 
huge 2012 junior class. 
Which such consistency, the 
Cyclones most likely will be back in 
the top 25, a place where they have 
made themselves comfortable in the 
past seasons.
Club aims to transform practices
File photo: Iowa State Daily
ISU pitcher Nick Wells delivers the ball during the first inning 
of the game against Iowa on April 1 at the Southwest Athletic 
Complex. Wells gave one hit to the Hawkeyes in five innings.
Gymnastics
New season brings ‘great competition’
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Head coach Jay Ronayne celebrates with Michelle 
Shealy after her participation in the bars during 
the Jan. 20 meet against Nebraska.
By Isaac.Hunt 
@iowastatedaily.com
By Emily.Hejlik 
@iowastatedaily.com
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The ISU softball team 
plays its home games at the 
Southwest Athletic Complex 
in Ames. It has been home to 
the Cyclones since 1980 and is 
widely regarded as one of the 
finest fields in the Big 12.
The team practices at 
the Lied Recreation Athletic 
Center in the winter until the 
weather permits practice to be 
moved to the SWAC.
Stacy Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
has been coach of ISU softball 
for seven years. She coached 
at Division II Emporia State, 
where she was named Mid-
America Intercollegiate 
Athletics Association Coach of 
the Year twice, prior to coming 
to Iowa State.
For the ISU softball team, 
senior Tori Torrescano carried 
the load both offensively and 
in the pitcher’s circle in 2012, 
setting a single-season record 
at Iowa State with 43 RBIs 
and recording over 150 innings 
pitched. Senior Erica Miller 
led the Cyclones in batting in 
2012, with a .377 average as of 
May 1.
Freshman Lexi Slater was 
batting .271 as of May 1 and 
had started all 47 games to that 
point in the season.
Sophomore Taylor Smith 
led the Cyclones with a 5.86 
ERA as of May 1.
The ISU softball team has 
not posted a winning record 
since the 1994-95 season. It 
finished 2011-12 at the bottom 
of the Big 12 (14-33, 2-16 Big 
12 as of May 1) and was near 
the bottom of the conference 
in team batting, pitching and 
fielding.
The Cyclones had the most 
underclassmen in the Big 12 
in 2011-12, some of whom 
were key contributors. These 
underclassmen, including 
Slater, Jorden Smith and Sara 
Davison, will have another 
year of experience under their 
belts.
Softball
Returners hope to improve
By Dan.Cole 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Pitcher Tori Torrescano pitches to Texas A&M during the sixth 
inning of the first game on the April 6. The Cyclones fell to the 
Aggies 1-6 at the Southwest Athletic Complex.
Pregnant?
We’re here for you.
Our confidential services have helped 
thousands of women through difficult 
times. Let us help you.
108 Hayward Ave.
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1-800-550-4900
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ISU tennis matches are always a fun 
event to watch.
Tennis is a sport for people of all ages 
to enjoy, and the ISU women’s tennis team 
can be family fun for everyone.
While the team only had five home 
meets this year, next year there will be 11.
The Cyclones have started to see some 
success as of late — after not winning a 
conference meet from 2002 to 2008, they 
have won six in the past four years.
The future also looks bright for the 
Cyclones. The 2011-12 team was led by 
then-freshmen Meghan Cassens and 
Ksenia Pronina last season and the pair 
will be back along with seniors Simona 
Cacciuttolo and Jenna Langhorst.
The team is coached by Armando 
Espinosa, along with assistant coach 
Rod Puebla. They compete at the Ames 
Racquet and Fitness Center or at the 
Forker Tennis Courts, depending on the 
weather.
Next year, the Cyclones will be hoping 
to improve from a 4-19 season that could 
have been drastically different if they had 
been able to win some close matches, hav-
ing had six matches they lost 4-3.
“We have to go out there and believe 
in ourselves and believe that we can win,” 
Puebla said. “We have to get over the 
hump that we can win one doubles point, 
and we’ll be fine.”
If the team can improve on winning 
close matches, the 2012-13 season could 
be a whole lot better.
Tennis
Close matches push team toward wins
By Michael.Schmitt 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Grace Steenhagen/Iowa State Daily
ISU player Meghan Cassens returns the ball during singles play. The tennis team 
faced Kansas State on April 13 at the Ames Racquet and Fitness.
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Clubs
Councils
  Agricultural & Life 
Sciences Student Council
  Business Council
  Collegiate Panhellenic 
Council
  Design Council
  Emerging Greek Leader-
ship Council
  Engineering Student 
Council
  Frederiksen Court Com-
munity Council
  Freshmen Council
  Government of the 
Student Body
  Graduate and Professional 
Student Senate
  Human Sciences Council
  Inter-Residence Hall 
Association
  Interfraternity Council
  International Student 
Council
  Liberal Arts & Sciences 
Council
  Multicultural Greek Council 
  National Pan-Hellenic 
Council
  Student Chapter of the 
American Veterinary 
Medical Association
  Schilletter/University 
Village Council
  Senior Class Council
  Sports Club Counci
  Student Alumni Leader-
ship Council
  Student-Athlete Advisory 
Committee
Agriculture and Life 
Sciences
  Agricultural Business Club
  Ag Ed Club
  Agronomy Club
  Animal Science Judging
  Block & Bridle
  Dairy Science Club
  Food Science Club
  International Agriculture
  ISU unit of the Iowa 
Chapter of the American 
Fisheries Society
  Arboriculture Club 
  Cyclone Power Pullers
  Horticulture Club
  Turf Club
  Minorities In Ag, Natural 
Resources & Related 
Sciences
  Student Chapter of the 
Iowa Society of American 
Foresters/ Forestry Club
  Student Organic Farm
  Sustainable Agriculture 
Student Association
  Microbiology Club
Business
  Alpha Kappa Psi
  Delta Sigma Pi
  Financial Strategic Re-
search Club
  International Business 
Club
  Marketing Club
  ISU Investment Group
  Students In Free Enterprise
  APICS and Supply Chain 
Management Club
  ISU Finance Club
  Management Information 
Systems Club
  Multicultural Business 
Network
  Society for Human 
Resource Management 
Design
  (ab)Terris
  American Institute of 
Architecture Students
  American Institute of 
Graphic Arts Iowa State 
Chapter
  College of Design Art Club
  Community & Regional 
Planning Club
  Community and Regional 
Planning Graduate Club
  Datum, Student Journal of 
Architecture
  Design Across Boundaries
  Graduate Architecture 
Students
  Interior Design Student 
Association
  Industrial Designers 
Society of America 
Student Chapter
Engineering
  AirISU
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  AirPad
  American Concrete 
Institute
  American Institute 
of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics
  American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers
  American Society of 
Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers
  American Society of Civil 
Engineers
  American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers
  American Society of Safety 
Engineers
  Critical Tinkers
  Cyclone Business Jet
  Engineers Without Borders
  Freshmen Leaders in 
Engineering
  Minds of Tomorrow
  National Society of Black 
Engineers
  SAE International
  Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers 
& Society of Mexican 
American Engineers and 
Scientist
  Society of Women 
Engineers
  The Engineering Am-
bassadors & Mentors
Human sciences
  Alliance for Health and 
Fitness Professionals
  Culinary Science Club
  Event Management Club
  Family & Consumer 
Sciences Education and 
Studies Club
  Fellowship of Athletic 
Training Students at Iowa 
State University
  Gerontology Club
  Health Promotion Club
  Hotel/Restaurant Institution 
Management Club
  Human Development & 
Family Studies Club
  ISU Leaders in Education 
and Diversity
  Kinesiology & Health Club
  Marketing, Organizing, 
Designing, and Analyzing 
Fashion
  National Science Teachers 
Association Iowa State 
Chapter
  National Society of 
Minorities in Hospitality
  Nutrition Club
  Pre-Occupational Therapy
  Pre-Physician Assistant
  Dietetic Association
  Textiles and Clothing 
Fashion Show
Liberal Arts & Sciences
  Advertising Club
  American Meteorological 
Society
  Biological Sciences Club
  Chinese Language and 
Culture Club
  Criminal Justice Club
  Genetics Club
  Geology Club
  History Club
  Computer Science and 
Software Engineering Club
  Entomology Club
  Society of Professional 
Journalists
  Political Science Club
  Psychology Club
  Public Relations Student 
Society of America
  Society for Applied 
Spectroscopy Student 
Chapter
  Society for Technical 
Communication
  Society of Chemistry 
Undergraduate Majors
  Student Organization of 
Sociologists
  Undergraduate Stats Club
Veterinary Medicine
  American Animal Hospital 
Association
  American Assn of Small 
Ruminant Practitioners
  American Association of 
Bovine Practitioners
  American Association of 
Equine Practitioners
  American Association of 
Feline Practitioners
  American Association of 
Swine Veterinarians 
  American Veterinary 
Society of Animal Behavior
  Animal Welfare Club
  Avian Club
  Association of Reptilian 
and Amphibian 
Veterinarians Student 
Chapter
  Association of Shelter 
Veterinarians
  K9 Club
  Christian Veterinary 
Fellowship
  Committee for 
International Veterinary 
Opportunities
  Veterinary Internal 
Medicine
  Veterinary Pathologists
  Emergency Critical Care 
Society
  Veterinary Public Health 
Club 
204 Clark Ave - Downtown Ames • 232-3207
OPEN 24 HOURS
www.lynnscarwash.com
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Intercollegiate
  Design-Build Institute of 
America
  Environmental Science 
Graduate Organization
  Graduate Student 
Organization of Plant 
Biologists
  Honors Student Board
  Human Computer 
Interaction Student 
Organization
  Information Assurance 
Student Group
  Iowa State University 
Postdoctoral Association
Pre-professional
  Biological/ Pre-Medical 
Illustration Club
  Iowa State Pre-Dental Club
  Collegiate FFA
  Pre-Law Chapter of Phi 
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
  Pre-Law Club
  Pharmacy Club
  Medical Professions Club
  Optometry Club
  Physical Therapy Club
  Pre-Veterinary Club
Honoraries
  Alpha Epsilon
  Alpha Kappa Delta 
  Alpha Lambda Delta/Phi 
Eta Sigma
  Alpha Pi Mu
  Alpha Zeta
  Beta Alpha Psi
  Beta Beta Beta
  Cardinal Key Honor 
Society
  Chi Epsilon
  Epsilon Pi Tau
  Pi Tau Sigma
  Psi Chi
  Rho Lambda
  Sigma Alpha
  Sigma Alpha Lambda
  Sigma Gamma Tau
  Sigma Lambda Chi
Media production
  CATALYST
  Ethos magazine
  ISU Film Producers Club
  ISUtv
  KURE 88.5 FM
  Revival Magazine
  Sir Magazine
  Trend Magazine
  Uhuru Magazine
  Writer’s Bloc
Military
  Arnold Air Society
  Cyclone Battalion
  Cyclone Drill Team
  Cyclone Squadron
  ISU Student Veterans of 
America
  Semper Fidelis Society
  Sextant Society
  We Cypport Our Troops 
(And Each Other)
Multicultural
  African Students 
Association
  Arabian Gulf Student & 
Scholar Association
  Argentinean-Uruguayan-
Chilenean Students 
Association
  Asian Pacific American 
Awareness Coalition
  Association of Malaysian 
Students
  Bangladeshi Community
  Black Graduate Student 
Association
  Black Student Alliance
  Chinese Students and 
Scholars Association
  Cyclone French Alliance
  Egyptian Students 
Association
  Filipino Association at ISU
  Green Life Club
  Indian Students’ 
Association
  Indonesian Student 
Association
  German Club
  Iranian Students’ and 
Scholars’ Association
  ISU Skandinavian Club
  Japanese Association
  Kenya Students 
Association
  Korean Language Club
  Korean Student 
Association at Iowa State 
University
  Latina/o Graduate Student 
Association
  Latino Heritage Committee
  Latinoamericanos
  Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 
,Transgender, Ally Alliance
  Mexican-American Young 
Achievers Society
  Muslim Student 
Association
  Nepal Student Association
  Pakistan Student 
Association
  Puerto Rican Student 
Association
  Russian-Speaking 
Students Association
  SADC Students Club
  Sankalp
  Society of Peace and 
Dialog
  South Sudanese Student 
Association
CHANGE
come and see
JUST
HOW
GOOD
is good...
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out online
515-268-4247
3714 Lincoln Way
HOURS
Mon, Tues, Thurs: 10am - 7pm
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   (includes hot items)
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   Internet Access
• Indoor Pool, Whirlpool, and Fitness Center
• Outdoor Sport Court and Grill Area
* Less than 2 miles
from Iowa State University
1606 South Kellogg Ave. 
 515-232-8363
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  Spanish Club
  Sri Lankan Student 
Association
  Taiwanese Student 
Association
  Thai Student Association
  The Arabic Language Club
  Turkish Student 
Association
  United Native American 
Student Association
  Womyn of Colour Student 
Organization
  Zeitgeist - German Student 
Association
Music/performing arts
  Cantamus
  Celtic Dance Society
  Cyclone Swing Society
  Descarga Latin Dance
  GENRE
  Gospel Soul Innovators
  Iowa State Singers
  Iowa Statesmen
  Ballroom Dance Club
  Bhangra
  Groove Drumline Club
  Hip Hop Dance Club
  ChakRaas)
  Winterguard
  Kappa Kappa Psi
  Line Dancing Club
  Lyrica
  Orchesis I Dance Company
  Orchesis II
  Sigma Alpha Iota
  Slam Ames
  Tap Iowa State
  Tau Beta Sigma
Political and activism
  ActivUs
  College Democrats
  Students for Life
  MEDLIFE ISU
  The Good Sex Brigade
  National Organization for 
the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws
  The Vagina Warriors
  UNICEF @ ISU
Programming 
organizations
  Blood Drive
  Dance Marathon
  Hixson Student Board
  Homecoming Central 
Committee
  ISU AfterDark
  Student Alumni 
Association
  Student Union Board
  The Black History Month 
Planning Association
  Up ‘til Dawn-St. Jude 
Children’s Research 
Hospital
Religious/spiritual
  Areopagus Student 
Fellowship
  Art of Living Club at ISU
  Atheist and Agnostic 
Society
  Axis
  Campus Christian 
Fellowship
  Campus Crusade for Christ
  Catholic Student 
Community
  Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship
  Christian Educators 
Network
  Cyclone Bible Fellowshi
  Interfaith Council
  International Friendship 
Connection
  International Student 
Ministry
  Iowa State University 
Voices of Praise
  ISU Hillel
  Korean United Methodist 
Church Campus Mission
  Unitarian Universalist 
Campus Fellowship
  Karma Kagyu Study Group
  Korean Christian Campus 
Ministry
  Latter Day Saints Students
  Lutheran Campus Ministry
  Students for Progressive 
Christianity
  The Navigators
  The Orthodox Christian 
Fellowship
  The River
  The Rock Christian 
Students
  The Salt Company Student 
Fellowship
  Wesley Foundation
Service and 
volunteerism
  Alpha Phi Omega
  Autism Speaks U
  Best Buddies
  Camp Adventure Youth 
Services
  Circle-K
  Colleges Against Cancer
  Collegiate 4-H
  Cyclones Rebuilding Iowa
  Engineers for a 
Sustainable World
  Giving Children Hope
  Hope 4 Africa 
  Iowa State Rotaract Club
  ISU Lions Club
  ISU Habitat for Humanity
  ISU Student Volunteer 
Services
  ISUganda
  Project Marrow
  Republic of Hope
  Running With Heart
  STATCOM
  Students Aiding Education
  Students Helping Our 
Peers
  Students Helping Rescue 
Animals
  10,000 Hours Show
  The CY Store
  YWCA Ames
Special interest
  Alliance for Disability 
Awareness
  Closets Collide
  Cuffs
  Cyclone Alley Central
  Cyclone Hockey
  Fulbright Students and 
Scholars
  Game Development Club
  Anime Appreciation Club
  Model Aviation Club
  Railroad Club
  Space Society
  Rubik’s Cube Club
  Antique Lawn and Garden 
Power Club
  Minecraft Club
  Model United Nations
  Origami Club
  Robotics Club
  Medieval Re-Creationist 
Club
  Mock Trial
  Student Health Advisory 
Committee
  Team PrISUm
  The Green Umbrella
Sports, Recreation and 
Leisure Activities
  Baseball Club
  Boxing Clubr
  Crew Club
  Cricket Clubr
  Cyclone Ballroom
  Cyclone Stampede Rodeo
  Guild of Wargamers & 
Roleplayers
  Hapkido Club
  Men’s Rugby
  Running Club
  Golf Club
  Hookah Club
  Quidditch Club
  Ski and Snowboard Club
  Wrestling Club
  Juggling and Unicycling 
Club
  Mountaineering and 
Climbing Club
  SCUBA Club
  Skydivers
  Soccer Club
  Tennis Club - 10s
  Ultimate (Frisbee) Club
  Women’s Hockey Team
  Women’s Rugbyr
  Women’s Ultimate Frisbee 
Club
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Aug. 1
University bills
What: University bills with 
Fall 2012 tuition and fees 
charges will be available on 
AccessPlus.
Aug. 17
In-person registration 
deadline for Fall 2012
What: Last day to register in-
person for Fall 2012 without a 
late registration fee.
Where: 10 Enrollment 
Services Center
Aug. 19
Cancel registration on 
AccessPlus for Fall 2012
When: By 11 p.m.
What: Last day to cancel 
registration on AccessPlus for 
Fall 2012 without having to 
pay tuition.
Registration on 
AccessPlus for Fall 2012
When: By 11 p.m.
What: Last day to register on 
AccessPlus for Fall 2012 with-
out a late registration fee.
Aug. 20
Fall classes begin
What: Courses for Fall 2012 
begin today.
Wednesday, Aug. 22
WelcomeFest
When: 4 p.m.
What: The Student Activities 
Center holds WelcomeFest 
to let students experience 
local businesses, commu-
nity organizations and ISU 
departments.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Aug. 24
Drop deadline for fall ‘12
What: Last day for students to 
drop classes without the drop 
being counted toward the 
limit on dropped courses.
Registration on 
AccessPlus for Fall 2012
What: Last day to register on 
AccessPlus. A late fee will be 
applied.
Schedule changes
What: Last day to process 
schedule changes through 
AccessPlus.
Add deadline Fall 2012
What: Last day for students 
to add classes without 
signatures of instructors or 
advisers.
ISU AfterDark
When: 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
What: Free late night events 
for all ISU Students to enjoy. 
The events include: bowling, 
billards, bingo, live entertain-
ment and free crafts.
Where: Memorial Union
Aug. 25
Textbook refunds
What: Last day to return text-
books for a refund.
Where: University Bookstore
Aug. 26
First day of 
Supplemental 
Instruction
What: Supplemental instruc-
tion, an academic support 
program, begins today.
The Yellow Rose of 
Suffrage
When: 2 p.m.
What: A one-woman play 
performed by ISU theater 
professor Jane Cox. The play 
is about Carrie Chapman Catt, 
an 1880 ISU graduate who 
played a major part in the 
women’s suffrage movement 
for 33 years.
Where: Ames City Auditorium
Aug. 31
Pass/Not pass to grade
What: Last day to change 
class to a pass/not pass to 
a grade without it counting 
toward your pass/not pass 
credits.
Tuition and fee 
adjustment
What: Last day to receive a 
tuition or fee adjustment for 
full-semester courses when 
dropping below full-time 
status.
Sept. 1
ISU football vs. Tulsa 
(Ames, Iowa)
What: The ISU football team 
will play the University of 
Tulsa in Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium
Cyclone Central Tailgate
When: Begins three hours 
before kickoff and ends 30 
minutes before kickoff.
What: Register in advance to 
purchase a meal. ISU Alumni 
Collection merchandise will be 
available for purchase.
Where: ISU Alumni Center
Sept. 3
Labor Day
What: University offices are 
closed. Classes not scheduled.
Sept. 5
When: 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
What: ClubFest is an event 
that allows students to find 
out more about Iowa State’s 
250 clubs and organizations.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Sept. 8
ISU football at Iowa
What: The ISU football team 
will play the University of in 
Iowa City.
Where: Kinnick Stadium, Iowa 
City
Sept. 12
Imagine: How Creativity 
Works
When: 8 p.m.
What: Jonah Lehrer, author 
of “Imagine: How Creativity 
Works,” will discuss how cre-
ativity is in every person.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Sept. 15
ISU football vs. Western 
Illinois (Ames, Iowa)
What: The ISU football team 
will play Western Illinois 
University in Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium
Dragoon River Romp
When: 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
What: Volunteers will cleanup 
parts of the Des Moines River. 
Canoes will be provided.
Where: Des Moines River in 
Boone County
Sept. 19
Planet Money LIVE
When: 8 p.m.
What: Adam Davidson, of 
National Public Radio, and 
Alex Blumberg, of This 
American Life, will explain 
money in a witty and humor-
ous way.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Sept. 20
Fee payment deadline 
for Fall 2012
What: Students must pay 
second payment (minimum 
due) by this date.
ISU Fall Leadership 
Conference
When: 6 to 9 p.m.
What: Nominated students 
will participate in the confer-
ence. Each participant will 
choose a track, which will 
provide information to ISU 
students.
Where: Memorial Union
Masters of Illusion
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: World famous names in 
magic will perform amazing 
feats.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Sept. 21
Add/drop first half 
semester courses
What: Last day to drop/
add a first-half semester 
course without extenuating 
Calendar
File photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
In order to give students as many options as possible, the 
University Book Store offers new, used, rental and e-books for 
purchase each semester.
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circumstances.
Pass/Not Pass first half 
semester courses
What: Last day to change a 
pass/not pass course to or 
from a graded course without 
it being counted toward the 
total allowable pass/not pass 
credits.
You Can Change the 
World - Bill Nye
When: 7 p.m.
What: Bill Nye “The Science 
Guy,” famous for hosting a 
weekly television series on 
the Disney Channel, will ap-
pear at Iowa State as part of 
Engineers Week.
Where: Stephens Auditorium, 
Iowa State Center
Sept. 22
ClubFest
When: To be announced
What: Christie Vilsack, 
D-Ames, will debate incum-
bent Steve King, R-Kiron. 
Vilsack and King are 
competing for Iowa’s 4th 
Congressional District.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Sept. 28
ISU AfterDark
When: 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
What: Free late night events 
for all ISU Students to enjoy. 
The events include: bowling, 
billards, bingo, live entertain-
ment and free crafts.
Where: Memorial Union
Sept. 29
ISU football vs. Texas 
Tech (Ames, Iowa)
What: The ISU football team 
will play Texas Tech University 
in Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium 
Oct. 3
Environmentalism 
Without Nature
When: 8 p.m.
What: Paul Wapner, author 
of “Living Through the End 
of Nature,” will discuss his 
File photo: Lyn Bryant/Iowa State Daily
Students play pool in the Memorial Union Underground. The Underground offers bowling and  
pool, Nintendo Wii and other social activities for students. 
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book’s call to regroup and re-
fashion the American environ-
mental movement to become 
more politically relevant.
Where: Sun Room, Memorial 
Union
Oct. 6
ISU football at Texas 
Christian
What: The ISU football team 
will play Texas Christian in Fort 
Worth, Texas.
Where: Amon G. Carter 
Stadium
Oct. 10
Ballet Folklorico de 
Mexico
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: Dancers of Ballet 
Folklorico de Mexico will 
take the stage and blend 
music, dance and costume of 
Mexican folklore.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Oct. 12
CyServe 2012
What: A collaboration be-
tween several ISU organiza-
tions, CyServe is a service day 
where students do commu-
nity service in Story County.
Where: To be determined
 
Cyclone Family 
Weekend
When: Check-in is 1 to 5 p.m. 
on Friday. The last event will 
be on Sunday.
What: Families can partake in 
several events from Friday to 
Sunday. The events include: 
campus tours and attractions, 
ISU Parent’s Association 
Social Hour, a comedy show, 
college receptions, Cyclone 
Football 101, tailgate, the 
football game and a venue 
brunch.
Mid-term
What: First half- semester 
courses end.
Oct.13
ISU football vs. Kansas 
State
What: The ISU football 
team will play Kansas State 
University in Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium
Oct. 15
Second half-semester 
course
What: Second half-semester 
courses begin today.
Thursday, Oct. 18
How Has the Supreme 
Court Reshaped 
American Law
When: 8 p.m.
What: Thomas Goldstein, who 
has argued 25 cases before 
the Supreme Court, will be the 
Constitution Day speaker.
Where: Sun Room, Memorial 
Union
Oct. 19
Pass/Not Pass second 
half-semester courses
What: Last day to change to a 
graded second-half semester 
course from a pass/not pass 
without it being counted to-
ward pass/not pass credits.
Second half-semester 
drop deadline
What: Last day to drop a 
second half-semester course 
without it being counted 
toward the limit of dropped 
courses.
National Symphony of 
Cuba
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The National Symphony 
of Cuba will stop in Ames on 
its 21-city tour of the United 
States.
Where: Stephens Auditorium 
Oct. 20
Fee deadline for Fall 
2012
What: Final payments are due 
today.
ISU football at 
Oklahoma State
What: The ISU football 
will play Oklahoma State 
University in Stillwater, Okla.
Where: Boone Pickens 
Stadium
Oct. 26
Change to Pass/Not 
Pass-second half-se-
mester courses
What: Last day to add/drop 
full-semester courses or 
withdraw without extenuating 
circumstances.
Pass/Not Pass changes: 
full semester course
What: Last day to change a 
full-semester course to or 
from Pass/Not Pass.
Oct. 27
ISU football vs. Baylor 
(Homecoming)
What: The ISU football team 
will play Baylor University in 
Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium
Oct. 29
Pesek Colloquium on 
Sustainable Agriculture
When: 8 p.m.
What: Ecologist Erle Ellis 
will discuss a new, forward-
thinking approach to 
environmentalism.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Nov. 1
Sophomore registration
What: First day of assigned 
Spring 2013 registration dates 
for students projected as 
sophomores.
Nov. 3
ISU football vs. 
Oklahoma
What: The ISU football 
team will play University of 
Oklahoma in Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium
Nov. 8
Freshman registration
What: First day of assigned 
Spring 2013 registration dates 
for students projected as 
freshman.
Pride and Prejudice
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The LA Theater Works 
will present Pride and 
Prejudice, the romantic tale 
of Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. 
Darcy.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Nov. 10
ISU football at Texas
What: The ISU football will 
play the University of Texas in 
Austin, Texas
Where: Darrell K. Royal – Texas 
Memorial Stadium
An Evening with 
Branford Marsalis
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: Grammy-winning 
saxophonist and Tony Award 
nominee Bradford will pair 
with pianist Joey Calderazzo 
to perform.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Nov. 12
Gold Star Hall 
Ceremony
When: 3:15 to 4:45 p.m.
What:  Honors fallen soldiers 
File photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
People honor the veterans who gave their lives in the Korean War and Afghanistan during the 
Gold Star Hall Ceremony on Nov. 10, in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union.
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who are former ISU students. 
Stories are told and photos 
are shown to remember the 
fallen soldiers.
Where: Great Hall, Memorial 
Union
Nov. 13
CNN political correspon-
dent Candy Crowley
When: 7:30
What: CNN award-winning 
political correspondent Candy 
Crowley will discuss the 2012 
election results as the Fall 
2012 Mary Louise Smith Chair 
in Women and Politics.
Where: Sun Room, Memorial 
Union.
Nov. 14
Vienna Boys Choir
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The famed boys choir is 
composed of members who 
are 10 to 14 years old.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Nov. 16
Add/drop second half-
semester courses
What: Last day to drop/
add a second half-semester 
course without extenuating 
circumstances.
Pass/Not Pass second 
half-semester courses
What: Last day to change a 
pass/not pass course to or 
from a graded course without 
it being counted toward the 
total allowable pass/not pass 
credits. 
Nov. 17
ISU football at Kansas
What: The ISU football will 
play the University of of 
Kansas in Lawrence, Kan.
Where: Memorial Stadium
Nov. 18
Lorie Line - “Immanuel”
When: 3 p.m.
What: “Immanuel” will feature 
Christmas music. Line, a 
pianist, will be joined by her 
Fab Five
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Nov. 19 to Nov. 23
Thanksgiving Break
What: No classes during 
Thanksgiving Break.
Nov. 22 to Nov. 23
University holiday
What: University offices will 
be closed.
Nov. 24
ISU football vs. West 
Virginia (Ames, Iowa)
What: The ISU football team 
will play University of West 
Virginia in Ames.
Where: Jack Trice Stadium
Nov. 29
Exercise for Success in 
School and Career
When: 8 p.m.
What: Adele Diamond will dis-
cuss the social, emotional and 
cognitive aspects of physical 
activity and their benefits to 
professional success.
Where: Sun Room, Memorial 
Union
Nov. 30
The Daily Show Live - 
Indecision Tour 2012
When: 8 p.m.
What: Rob Riggle and Al 
Madrigal, two correspondents 
of The Daily Show, and Adam 
Lowitt, a writer-producer of 
The Daily Show, will discuss 
the 2012 election and how The 
Daily Show is produced.
Where: Stephens Auditorium, 
Iowa State Center 
Dec. 4
Textbook buyback
What: Textbook buybacks 
begin.
Where: University Bookstore
Dec.10 to Dec. 14
Final exams
What: Finals for classes will be 
given during this week.
Dec. 11
Dailey and Vincent - A 
Bluegrass Christmas
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: Jamie Dailey and 
Darrin Vincent will perform “A 
Bluegrass Christmas.”
Dec. 14
Fall semester ends
What: All Fall 2012 classes will 
have ended by this date.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Dec. 15 to Jan. 13
Semester break
Half: Classes will not be held 
during this time.
Dec. 19
Grade reports for Fall 
2012 on AccessPlus
What: Grade reports will be 
finalized and on AccessPlus 
on this date.
Dec. 24 to Dec. 25
University holiday
What: University offices will 
be closed.
Jan. 1
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University holiday
What: University offices will 
be closed.
Jan. 14
Spring 2013 classwork 
begins
What: Spring 2013 courses 
begin on this date.
Jan. 21
University holiday
What: University offices will 
be closed.
Feb. 3
ZooZoo
When: 2 p.m.
What: Image Theatre’s ZooZoo 
is a showcase of creatures 
brought to life my mimes, 
dancers and acrobats.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Feb. 4
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: This famous play , 
which was inspired by William 
Shakespeare’s “Romeo and 
Juliet,” tells the story of two 
lovers from rival street gangs.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Feb.13
Shrek: The Musical
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The musical, which is 
based on the Oscar-winning 
DreamWorks film, is about an 
ogre who rescues a princess.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Feb. 15
Neil Simon’s Biloxi 
Blues
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The Montana Reptertory 
Theatre will perform Neil 
Simon’s Biloxi Blues, a com-
edy about young men going 
off to war.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
Feb. 21
Voca People
When: 7:30 p.m.
What:  Eight snow-white, ru-
by-lipped aliens will perform a 
capella singing, comedy and 
beat boxing in this theater 
musical performance.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
March 2
China National 
Symphony Orchestra
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The program will 
include the first movement 
of Xia Gua’s “Requiem for 
the Earth,” Sibelius’s “Violin 
Concerto” and Richard 
Strauss’ poem “A Hero’s Life.”
Where: Stephens Auditorium
March 3
TRACES
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The show combines the 
circus with street performance 
to create a high-energy 
performance.
Where: Stephens Auditorium 
March 5
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The Tony Award-
winning musical tells the tale 
of King Arthur and his knights 
of the Round Table.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
March 13
Dreamgirls
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The story about an up-
and-coming girl singing group 
in the 1960s.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
March 18 to 
March 22
Spring Break
What: Classes will not be in 
session during Spring Break.
March 25 and 
March 26
Blue Man Group
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: The group will combine 
music, comedy and multi-
media theatrics to create a 
unique performance.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
April 3
Arrival - The Music of 
ABBA
When: 7:30 p.m.
What: Arrival is an ABBA 
tribute band.
Where: Stephens Auditorium
April 15 to 
April 21
Veishea 2013
What: The annual ISU celebra-
tion is one of Iowa State’s 
oldest traditions. The event 
was created to showcase the 
ISU community.
May 6 to May 10
Final exams
What: Finals for classes will be 
given during this week.
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 FITNESS KICKBOXING
 DYNAMIC STRENGTH TRAINING PROGRAM
 EASY MEAL PLANNING
 PERSONAL COACHING
 A CHANCE TO WIN $1,000 AND $10,000
 NEW AMES LOCATION! 
ENROLL FOR OUR SUMMER SESSIONS!
—   Classes Fill Quickly   —
605 East Lincoln Way |   Call (515) 292-4740 or (641) 328-4922
*Certain requirements apply
*
220 Kitty Hawk Drive
HONDA OF AMES
SHOP: AMESHONDA.COM
T [866] 956-3268
SALES HOURS
MON - THU 8:00am-8:00pm
FRI 8:00am-6:00pm
SATURDAY 8:00am-5:00pm
69
S D
U
FF AVE
30
Kitty Hawk Drive
Airport RoadAMES
MUNICIPAL
AIRPORT
AUTO
STORES
Serving Our Communities Since 1946
69
S D
U
FF AVE
30
Kitty Hawk Drive
Airport RoadAMES
MUNICIPAL
AIRPORT
2901 South Duff Ave
T [866] 956-3642
SHOP: AMESNISSAN.COM
LITHIA NISSAN OF AMES
SALES HOURS
MON - THU 8:00am-8:00pm
FRI 8:00am-6:00pm
SATURDAY 8:00am-5:00pm
WE SELL NEW AND USED CARS!
CONGRATULATIONS AND WELCOME TO IOWA STATE!
FREE!
AC PERFORMANCE CHECK
*Coupon has no cash value. Not valid with other 
offers. Must present coupon at the time of service. 
Offer Expires 8/31/12.
ALL ACCESSORIES
10% OFF
*Coupon has no cash value. Not valid with other 
offers. Must present coupon at the time of service. 
Offer Expires 8/31/12.
GAS ENGINE OIL CHANGE
Change oil up to 
5qts and oil filter. $1895
Excludes diesels and synthetics. One coupon per 
customer. Coupon has no cash value. Not valid with 
other offers. Must present coupon at the time of 
service. Offer expires 8/31/12. 
. 
5 available. Model #: CP2F6CENW. 36 monthly lease payments of $225. 
Total due at lease signing, $595 customer cash. $0 Security deposit. Based 
on 12,000 miles per year. excess miles charged at 15 cents per mile. No 
lease end termination fee. On approved credit. Plus motor vehicle excise tax, 
license, and $129 dealer documentary service fee. Expires 05/31/12
■ Automatic Transmission
■ Power Windows & Locks
■ Remote Keyless Entry
■ Leather Trimmed Seats
drive into
SALES EVENT
summer2012 HONDA ACCORD SE
$225 36PER MONTH MONTH LEASE
2012 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5 SE
■ 16” Alloy Wheels
■ Fog Lights
■ Rear Spoiler
■ Bluetooth Connectivity
4 available. Model #: 13112. Stock #: CN553959, CN554238, CN543939, 
CN559981 39 monthly lease payments of $249. Total due at lease signing, 
$999 customer cash. Security deposit included. Based on 12,000 miles per 
year. excess miles charged at 15 cents per mile. $395 lease end termination 
fee. On approved credit. Plus motor vehicle excise tax, license, and $129 
dealer documentary service fee. Expires 05/31/12
drive into
SALES EVENT
summer
$249 39PER MONTH MONTH LEASE
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539 Lincoln Way • Ames • 232-7499
Sun-Thurs 11am-10pm • Fri & Sat 11am-11pm
Add Crazy Bread To 
Your Order Today!
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320 South Duff Ave.
Monday-Saturday 8AM-10PM
Sunday 8AM-9PM
5% off when 
you use your 
REDcard
Upgrade Your Space
• bath
• bedding
• lounge
• kitchen
• storage
• electronics
• travel
• laundry
college
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1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
515-296-29065910 W. Lincoln Way
A Nice Place For Nice People.
- 1 Bedroom
- 2 Bedroom
- 5 Minutes from
   Veterinary College
- 1700 Sq. Ft. 
   Fitness Center
- All Non-Smoking
- On Campus parking
   available, permit required
- Very clean and quiet
- All utilities included
- Pet friendly
All Utilities Included
We Pay You Pay
-Heat/Air
-Electric
-High Speed Internet
-Water
-Garbage RENT
2012- 2013Season
Noises Off
September 28 - October 7
Candide
November 1 - 4
Alice in Wonderland 
November 30 - December 9
The Three Musketeers
March 1 -10
A Streetcar Named Desire
March 28 - 31
Stars Over VEISHEA 
Production
April 12 - 21
All productions are in Fisher Theater. Titles and dates are subject to change.
For more information visit www.theatre.iastate.edu
e-mail: isutheatre@iastate.edu
Phone: 515-294-2624
Funded by GSB
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FREE 
$50Hy-Vee gas card* Certificate will be recieved afterrenter/renters are approvedand moved in
201 S. 5th St., Suite 202, Ames, IA 50010 515.232.5718 ppm-inc.com
Great Locations · On Cy-Ride Routes · Laundry Available · Variety of Floor Plans · Guaranteed Low Utilities
*Gas card will be in move in packet.
Expires June 30 - Please bring ad when applying
Best Rental Value In  Ames
Special
Move-In
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V
AXLambda Chi AlphaDon’t Pledge with the rest
Associate with the Best
• No Cold Air Dorms
• Suite Style Living
• 100% NO Hazing
• Professional Chef
• One block from campus
• 40 Members
• True Brotherhood
Contact Alex: axle@iastate.edu
check us
out online
mylambdachi.com
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